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Boa rd, teaiChers 
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150 CENTS 
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::~' Parents  o f  t " . . . . . . .  " ..... "' '~ '"~:~ s udents  m School:Dzstnct:88~ vzsed  :i 
:Yesterday by,the board not to Sen~ith~i~dsri~ li:,Oni' 
the'  T i i ' s t" .day SCh6Oi.:was' ih~ " ,-r the  SC du]~c1:;tO•::'":~:i:;:"/afiresume 
h01idays :. every : ibu i !d ing"  ._ m the d is t r ic t  Was beh ind  
Terrace District TeacherS' Associ~ttionPicket lines, and  
both sides Of the dispute expect the'strike to be a lengthy 
one,  . . . .  : 
. The/b.oard: recei~/ed, notice, of i-:~ . .  ' . , ,  
the s~kelM0"day aftern0on Locai's noteli: 
near the.end of the most recent : . . . .  =r : " : 
.bargaining session. ,Although f i r s t  montt l /  
progress, in. negoti'ations, ap- 
•peared more rapid lduring talks !
: held: over the holidays than in of private 
previous months, TDTA presi- 
-,dent Helmut:Gieabrechtsaldthe road care 
pacewas still slow and teachers - .: 
had i lost:patience. . Terrace ar.ea ~ghway ,main~ . 
The'board was notified by~e " tenance  oPerat ions. .  were- 
:TDTA Dec.,. 16 that j,ob- action privatized, a little, more. than,,a ! 
would, be,taken :Jan.. 3. if.-a month ago, and the B.C, North- 
:;¢od~ct:~'~ii't:iiiplaee by: that  ~west- District ,Council: of: ~e.:: 
,,time,..~.,~,,. ,,= .... ,. ..... ~.:.,,,..... ; .... ' .Unst-e~l : ;Brotherhood .:~..of 
/ District ~: ~ . i~e~.Tr~hrer . i  C~penter.si!:and J o iners  qf :~, 
th e :b0~d~:will ' aP~ly:::f0i- ~ letter of  Complaint. AccordinR, ':: 
to business agent P~;~l • Industrial/ Relations Council 
hearing to. have .the strike .de'- 
clared, il legai.The TDT A strike 
• vote taken at'the nd of .Novem- 
ber • was not supervised by the 
IRC. Until.the strike is.legal, 
Piersdofff said,- there Will be no 
furthei negotiations" - 
:The IRC Hearing and.subse,.. 
.quent declaration could take up 
to a week. "It'H be on the IRC's 
.time~ble,, ~Piersdorff note& 
i Gtesbt~ht said the TDTA 
.will •hold another votei f  neces- 
sary, but in: the mean t ime 
pickets will remain at the 
schools. "It won't change 
anything," he remarked. 
The issues remaining, to be 
settled' amount to more than 50 
items covering a broad spectrum 
of topics, and Giesbrecht said 
wages are not one of the major 
problems~:..~The major issues re-- 
many of. their meml 
. . . .  some distance, to 
.meetings and. he has 
"bevy" of Complaints 
race, Smithers, Prim 
Kitimatand othernon 
T..!~is was followed b3 
mous-vote to write~ 
MLA. Dave Pa~ker, 
.,'SnoW.clearance ha 
timei~Y and. - roads  
treacherous for Ion, 
after the snow~,fal 
Johmton' adding; " 
plaint is not with the 
whomwe,are s.ure ar 
to the best of :'the 
available; Our compla 
• the ridiculous .pri~ 
policy, that, has cre 
nightmare. It was pc 
ceivedand was introdt 
face of ma jor  
maining iliclt~de teacher evaiua- opposition." 
tion, d!scipline and<dismissal; .-,The Terrace-Review 
relo~fiiSh-allo~vances: r~les some'ar~ residents. 
coVe~g:  SubstttUte~iteach¢'rsi" mer¢i~".:intereSis, ho~ 
probatlonary..:st~f i:aPl~oint. to date, most people 
ments;: teaching. ~ass]gnments; believe that North C( 
sick ~e provlstom, .remote, Mmntenance ,sdo,n~ aS ,east as [ |>. 
housing; and ~solatlon .seed a job, if not '~ ,  'than .Teaclttrs picketing CII~II~II SeniorSecondary School yesterday recruited an 
ailowlmces.. . . . . .  was pRviously done, by the. auxiliary who.won't, complain about thecold but might get upset if it rains. Both 
To"that list Giesbrecht also .Ministry Of HighWays,-: o " " :,.81des.~e Still far.apart 0n a,.number of critical .issues in the dispute. 
addS., prbpos~Is that he said the. " Cana.dlai~ ! -  Fr.eightways ,. ~,i~. ' " ' 
mmndtt~:  . . . . .  - .. ~:,, . I , ' ,,,I' rejected out- manager ~Bob PetraS/'and his ~,, i, ~, , , , ,, ~, ,~,,, . . 
. t . lhat  ~/d(ire.ed class size,-., counte.rpa~. Rob ikll of MOtor- ! " ~  " ' ~~ :• ..... 
staffing j~vdls, for ~counsellors " :~  , " " ":!ii~:.i ~ 
i~~and ill.innS,for Sl~Cial needs~d rnains~eam-chli&ren~, , '~" ' :: ~:' :" " - • ":~i. ~81nelmGulde..~_ 12 Editorial . :i-,~. 
Ways; ~ that' u far as snow 
removal ts cO~cern~L thereb no 
real diffe~nce, Pet~ however(. "~i BUsIne! 
Giesbrecht asserted that ninny says,th~.t he has ~yed ~ ~;.-~::~~ ..... '; ~' :~:~! Church  
of the items tabled by the TDTA compkfl.ts from df i~,=on ~' - ,  :;":= .!i:/~!~!i/:~I~~:~' :~:!/:!~ Coi~le. 
are ~already in the Personnel Ter race /K i l t  rUn, b u t ~  ....... ,-~ ~' " . ... i:~ i./: i:i~. ~ (~i~ing  Events  - 
Pr~ctlces Contract negotlat~ .out that:- thh .m really noth~; i  " ~,~ ~ . . . .  . ....... :,,,,~ .... 
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>/"W~e ican)get~some pretty we 
":sn6~;:!i.'5~ Says, "It can bedi! 
411fi~lt:t~(~!,'maintaJn at the best c 
iti:~si:!i.:ThiS isthe 0nly area o 
diffeiedce between the tw( 
<freight- companies and ma 
simply come down to a:matter o 
op!nion. Bell says his driver 
have not reported any problem 
on the Kitirnat run. Generall~ 
he, says, "There's really no dit 
!ference." " 
A1 Bishop, business manage 
-for :,,,. thei~  Northwest Logger,( 
Association, says thatabout 
percent of their membership at
back' atl work;, and here again n 
:complaints have been made r~ 
garding snow removal on loc~ 
highways or ministry maintaine 
roads; Bishop adds that if theg 
' w~ a problem, hewould hay 
.certainly received complaints. 
'.Terrace Greyhound manager 
RichardBowen says he's seen no 
drastic difference, and Farwest 
BUS Lines manager Dave Storey 
:gives North Coast top marks. 
He:i:says that their performance 
isat,least as good, if not better, 
than that of the ministry in pre- 
vious years. "We've got nothing 
but i :good to say about what 
they're : doing," says Storey. 
"It's more than excellent." 
Headds that a businesshas to 
work for their money and that's 
why privatization works so well. 
According to Storey, there is a 
responsibility~ for management 
to see that the work is done and 
a dema~nd that employees give 
something for their wage. 
"They'x~ :working; not. leaning 
on their shovels,", says Storey. 
"These are tax dollars better 
spent." 
When talking of snow 
removal however, Storey was 
much less kind to the city. He- 
says that the city has performed 
much better in the past and 
blames the lack of clearance at 
bus stops and snow piled in the 
middle of streets on. budget cuts 
and an unwillingness to pay 
overtime. 
Kalum Kabs dispatcher 
Louise Clifford told the same 
story. Thornhill streets and 
highways have been good so far. 
She adds, however, that once- 
North Coast has had a chance to 
show What they can do, there 
may be more comment from 
drivers. But she too attacked the 
• " it ctty. C y streets are absolutely 
atrocious," she says. Major 
complaints, according to Clif- 
There were dozens of New Year's Eve parties and friendly get-togethers last weekend, and most reflected the 
same enthusiasm and opt imist icout look as these happy revelers at the Royal'Canadian Leg ion . .  
ford, are piles of snow in the 
center of the road and across 
driveway entrances, and snow 
removal operations that don't  
begin until 7 a.m. when many 
people are already on their way  
to work. 
Looking at some. o f  the 
smaller ural roads, Bill Hayes 
of Old Remo ~s reserving his 
judgement. H~ says that he 
believes things are a little bit 
worse than before privatization 
but adds that it's difficult to 
compare any one year to an- 
other. 
Jan" Th0mpson 6f. Merkley 
Road, north of Terg,.ace,,. says 
that  road conditiOns:have b en 
"pretty good". She says that her 
husband, a backhoe operator, 
has been commuting to the Big 
Cedar logging operation north 
of Rosswood and has also found 
road conditions tO be good. 
North Coast Road Main- 
tenance foreman M!ke Zytica 
says there have bee~i few com- 
plaints so far, ,.. 
Strike . . . .  ,~ . . . .  I .  ~ t.continue d from pa~je~-l: - . . . . . .  ' .... ~ii 
after the one-week strike in 
1981. Piersdorff, however, said 
that the board had already rolled 
over many of the PPC provi- 
sions with improvements. Other 
TDTA proposals, he said, were 
not in previous contracts and 
don't exist in any teaching con- 
tracts anywhere in the province. 
As examples he cited pay out of 
accumulated unused sick leave 
benefits •on termination and the 
enshrinement of certain types of 
school-based committees in the 
agreement. 
The TDTA has not responded 
to the board's offer of a 12.4 
percent grid salary increase over 
two years plus, ~1.9 percent for 
seniority increments, and Piers- 
dorff said he finds that "rather 
strange". Giesbrecht said the 
TDTA wants to settle a number 
of other issues before discussing 
COLLEGE MEMBERSHIP 
Persons holding a currently valid B.C. teaching 
certificate who have not renewed their member- 
ship for 1988/89 with the British Columbia College 
of Teachers will have their membership suspend- 
ed as of January 15. 1989. Membership renewal 
will be subject to a s200.00 reinstatement fee after 
that date. 
Membership in theCollege is a requirement under 
Section 145 of the School Act for all teachers and 
:~-administrative officers employed in the public 
School system. 
If you hold a valid B.C. certificate and have not 
paid the~annual s50.00 rnembership fee, either 
_ through payroll deduction by the School District 
i if!Or directly tO the College, you have until January 
| iA!',~5, iO89-to'sUomit yoUr application and fee. 
,, .~..,:, :: . - . . , . ,  ., 
- . . .  ::L)/::~ .~i'~ ' . • , ,~ ..-,/i-*~.,/~:,:~./~.._. ,. .. . . 
salaries because "the outcome 
will have an impact on the final 
wage settlement. Two of those 
issues are payment for prepara- 
tion time (a fixed percentage of
instructional time) and the 
.length of the work year and 
payment for work beyond:that 
period. 
The strike affects 300 teach- 
ers, more than 100 CUPE em- 
ployees and about 5,300 stu- 
dents. Both sides believe the 
strike will be a long one due to 
the number and scope of items 
on which they disagree. 
I I I I I 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR.. .  
.7  . . ,  .~:,:~'i:~: : . ,  
" 
~,~ ¢~~ ,.:~ . .. 
~i~:~., ... 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem Identif ies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
in the community. 
Alma 638-1204 
Vi 6,15.5672 
Terry 638-8178 
I I 
Weather repor t -  Dec. 26188. Jan. 1189 
; Dote HI Low Prec. 
,i Dec. 26 -8  -11 6.2 cm snow 
~ Dec~ 27 -5  - 8 3 cm snow 
Dec. 28 1 - 6 8.4 mm mixedrain & snow 
Dec. 29 3 - 1 tracemlxed rain &snow 
Dec. 30 0 - 5 nil 
Dec. 31 -4  - 9 trece of snow 
Jan. 1 1 - 7 8;2 mm mixed rain & snow 
Forecast: Clearing and,.colder Wednesday to Friday. 
Cloudy with occasional snow for the Weekend: After- 
noon highs • - 2; overnight lows: - 4. 
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURU S 
Apr.20-May2O 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June21July 22 
LEO 
July 2S-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct,23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22.Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec, 22.Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb, 19-Mar. 20 
Forecast Period: 1/8-1/14/89 
Aspects promise business or career advancement 
in the weeks ahead. Income and assets are in- 
creased accordingly. 
Make your move now in cementing plans for 
future development. Society is receptive to your 
unique talents. 
Financial matters of an organizational nature are 
of concern. Follow legal procedures tothe letter. 
You can't go wrong, 
A secret benefactor surfaces and the success of a 
business venture is assured. A partnership looks 
favorable. 
Take no chances where physical well-being is con- 
cerned. There is a risk factor in health and safety' 
matters• 
Your intuitive mind is putting out signals in work- 
ing relationships, love life, speculation, Heed the 
messages. 
It's best o delay fora few days any final action on 
real estate dealing. Your judgment will be clearer. 
An influx of visiting relatives and neighbors 
threatens your privacy. Enjoy the warmth gen- 
erated by the friendly exchange. 
Attention is on your earnings and assets. A new 
direction seems likely, upgrading areas where you 
feelit is necessary. 
With powerhouse planets in your sign, you may 
come on just a little too strong. Let the gentle 
sideshow. 
Be wary of secret involvements. Others may have 
a tendency toput too much emphasis on "privi- 
leged" information. 
New friends come into your circle. Be wary of 
those who would like to loosen your purse strings. 
. , _ • 
+'  . .  r ¸ . ' ' ~ t  I 
BUD SMITH: Thesystem has 
more people that want tO use 
it than it has the ab i l i ty  to 
fulfill.•.. 
In its final form, the Access to 
Justice commi.'tte¢ report makes 
182 recommendations covering a
.broad range of topics. It evisions 
a system-that uses "plain 
language" that can be easily 
understood, meets the justice re- 
quirements o f  specific groups 
such as the Natives, contains an 
• affordable system of fees and 
costs and .also suggests some 
changes to legal statutes and re- 
defines court procedures and 
jurisdictions. 
Attorney General Bud Smith 
will be attending a Chamber of 
Commerce-sponsored informa- 
tional dinner meeting in Terrace 
on Tuesday, Jan. 10 to explain 
the the recommendations con- 
tained in the report. With this in 
mind the following report sum- 
marizes the majority of the 
recommendations. For more in- 
formation on next Tuesday's 
meeting, phone the Chamber of 
Commerce at 635-2063 as soon 
as possible. 
Plain language 
First and foremost is Plain 
Language. In 1958, the Mon- 
treal Star described the dif- 
ference between plain English 
and that used by the legal com. 
munity in this way: "Whena 
man gives you an orange, he 
simply says, "Have an orange'. 
But when that same transaction 
is entrusted to a lawyer, he 
adopts this form: "I hereby give 
and convey to you, all and 
singular, my estate and interest, 
right, title, claim and advantages 
of in said orange, together with 
all its rind, juice, pulp and pips 
and all rights i and advantages 
~herein with full power to bite, 
suck and otherwise to eat the 
same or give the same avecty with 
or without he rind, skt~, juice, 
pulp and pips, anything herein- 
before or hereinafter or in any 
other means of whatever nature 
or kind whatsoever to the con- 
trary in any •wise notwith. 
standing'." 
For most people, "have an 
orange" already implies that the 
person receiving that asset has 
all rights to its properties -- the 
lawyer has added nothing but 
confusion. Recognizing this, the 
committee has recommended 
that the Attorney General 
establish a "Plain Language 
Committee" to develop a 
1989 3 
. • . . 
seeks response to j ustice  report 
stra~tegy for the implementation 
of plain language in the justice 
system, plain, language that is 
concise yet understandable. 
• "British Columbians are entitled 
to a justice system that they can 
understand," states the report. 
Access 
AS far las Access to Legal In- 
formation and Advice is con- 
cerned, the report is equally self. 
critical:: of our existing system. 
"A  toll-free network to allow 
province-wide access to legal in- 
formation and referrals hould 
be established," suggests the 
text of tl/e report. This would 
mean public access to legal in. 
formation, written materials, 
community resources, and free 
telephone .interviews with a 
lawyer. 
Education 
The report aiso suggests that 
Education plays an important 
part in accessing the system. 
"Further initiatives hould be 
• taken as needed to ensure that 
teachers have the information, 
textbooks and Other resources 
they require to enable them to 
educate children about our legal 
institutions and justice system," 
says the report. And further ec- 
ommendations recognize our 
ethnic diversity and add some 
teeth to this .statement: "The 
provision of information to 
teachers, tudents and the public 
in general should be a priority," 
states the report. "The govern- 
ment and other agencies should 
continue to support the 
volunteer sector in order to in- 
crease their Understanding Of the 
justice system." 
Alcohol and drugs 
Next, the report recognizes 
the impact of, and suggests some 
solutions to, Alcohol and Drug 
Abuse. This was seen by the 
committee as a major con- 
tr ibuting, factor to many 
.criminal acts which affect both 
individuals and families. Per- 
sonal injury, impaired riving, 
drug trafficking, assault, 
homicide, property damage, 
theft, marital discord and 
juvenile delinquency are, ac- 
cording to the report, all related 
to substance abuse. 
The report recommends a ys, 
tern for the collection of infor- 
mation on the role of drugs and 
alcohol in criminal, civil and 
family disputes and the im- 
plementation of a •program 
similar to Alberta's IMPACT 
program for repeat offenders. 
The IMPACT program was im- 
plemented inAlberta in the e~rly 
1980's to complement their com- 
pulsory Impaired Drivers' 
Course. 
Courts 
Recommendations involving 
the Supreme and County Courts 
don't affect he majority of B.C. 
citizens, but are nevertheless im- 
portant o the legal community. 
These recommendations call for 
supreme court judges in 
Kamloops, Kelowna, the Koot- 
enays, Prince George, Prince 
Rupert and Vancouver Island 
and would bring justice to of- 
fenders in a more familiar en- 
vironment. 
The committee also suggests 
monetary changes by extending 
the jurisdiction of the County 
Court from $50,000 to $100,000 
and in land title disputes from 
$100,000 to $200,000. In addi- 
tion, all motor vehicle accident 
cases would be heard in County 
Court, and in the event hat the 
amount involved clearly ex- 
ceeded $100,000, a Supreme 
Court judge could have the case 
elevated to the Supreme Court 
where necessary.= • • 
The recon~endations also 
suggest changiiig the name of 
the Supreme Court of B.C. to 
something less "confusing" to 
the public, and states that all 
procedural changes hould be in 
place by Jan. 1, 1990. And, 
three year~ after their implemen- 
tation, a committee should be 
formed to determine the overall 
efficiency of the system prior to 
a merger of the supreme and 
county court systems. 
Family law 
In regard tO Cases involving 
Family Law, which are presently 
heard; in both the Supreme and 
Provincial.' courtsl the report 
suggests t~at all family matters 
should fall under the jurisdiction 
of one court. According'to the 
committee, "The Supreme 
Court of B.C. should have ex- 
clusive jurisdiction over all fami- 
ly law matters under the Family 
Relations Act and under the  
Divorce Act," and Provincial 
Court judges should be ap- 
pointed "masters" of the 
Supreme Court and in that 
capacity continue to hear the 
types of family law cases they 
now hear. It adds that the Chief 
Justice should consider an "in- 
formal family law division" in 
the Supreme Court where ap- 
propriate, and legal counsel 
should be provided to those in 
financial need. 
With regard to child ap- 
prehension, the report asks for a 
"notice to parents" and that the 
Family and Child Service Act 
should be amended to require 
full disclosure of the child's file 
to the parents while protecting 
the identity Of informants. Fur- 
ther, the report states that gov- 
ernment should be reimbursed 
by family members "to the ex- 
tent that !they can afford to 
pay". 
The committee has also ad- 
dressed the need for legislative 
change in the identification and 
distribution of family property 
in the event of separation or 
divorce. "The revision should 
make a clear statement of the 
• principles on which familyprop- 
erty is to be shared by spouses or 
former spouses," states the 
reporL It s.uggests hat restrain- 
ing orders hould be flexible but 
at the same time able to compel 
a spouse to produce documents • 
for inspection by an auditor. 
This includes corporate docu- 
ments where a spouse owns 
more than 50 percent of the 
issued shares. 
Child support awards are ad-- 
dressed by suggesting that 
statistical information on the ac- 
tual cost of supporting a child 
should be established and an 
educational system should be 
!~!i: •:~••/i•• ~ ~ 
implemented which will impress 
on the bench, bar  and public, 
the importance of complying 
with maintenance orders. It adds 
that mediation should been-  
couraged but the dependent 
spouse should receive, at an ear. 
ly stage, the estimated costs of 
litigation. Also, arrears of main.: 
tenance orders should be "re' 
duced or cancelled only • in •the 
most extraordinary c i rcum-  
stances". 
Criminal law 
There are several recom- 
mendations with regard to 
Crim.inal law and Procedure. 
The most basic of these states 
that Crown Counsel should 
receive an appropriate level of • 
funding for staffing and equip- 
ment, and that prosecution work 
should be contracted out to the 
"private bar" where necessary 
but the authority to lay charges 
should remain with the-crown. 
In addition, the officer in charge 
of a police detachment, when 
dissatisfied with a crown deci- 
sion not to lay charges, should 
have the right to have that deci- 
sion reviewed by the regional 
crown counsel or the deputy at- 
torney general. 
Further, the report support~ 
the principle of an "enhanced" 
preliminary enquiry and the 
defence attorney should receive 
complete disclosure of all 
evidence which the crown in- 
tends to present. Also, the Legal 
Aid tariff should be amendedto 
com~nsate lawyers for motions 
made prior to-the trial date, 
The report addresses the needs 
of wi'tnesses and victims by 
stating that the crown should be 
allo~;ed the necessary time to ~ 
meet the reasonable needs and 
concerns of witnesses. In addi- 
tion, .the Ministry of the At- 
torney General should produce a
videol to familiarize witnesses 
with the justice system and trial 
process. Also, consideration 
should be given to increasing 
coverage under the Criminal In- 
juries Compensation Act and a 
"strong message must be sent to 
the public that wife assault is as 
continued on page 23 
only• I [] 
Men's or Ladies' cotton b/end 
dress or business shirts expertly 
laundered. 
L~ 
,,- Only drive.thru in town 
,t Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,~, Drop off point at Thornhlll Pubilc Market 
-~ i !~, . r , ' , , ,  ,¥~ar "~ 8:00 a.m. to S:O0 p.m. - -  Monday to Fdday 
W~ dea'n ~,~th care.J e:30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. - -  Saturday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
m . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• I I 
" " ' " ' " " • ' -  ' ?="  ~.~ . , : ' . ;~k :v* . . .  :~ ,  ~ ' "  
which  W b:feared,. ,. 
': ; : " [ [  this week  was a fish. l ,d  th row it  back.  ,, I 
. . . . .  ~ - -  Rodger  Hunter  
~The news thatlocal teachersareout for apr010nged 
" strike is about second from the top onthelist0f ',stOries 
We didn't want to write in 1989',')The 0neat hetopwas 
something to. the effect that the entire Horseshoe area 
was washed into the Skeena by torrential rains (although 
that would solve the Christy Park dispute in a manner 
no one had envisioned). " ~ ~ " 
A labor dispute that shuts down schools is a par- 
ticularly dismal event for the community and has vir- 
tuaUy no redeeming values. Although senior high School 
students can pick up a Windfall of cash Owing to the 
great demand for babysitting, that hardly compensates 
for. the tirnelost in their tightly scheduled studies.' There 
is an additional opportunity for parents to_spend ',quali, 
ty time,' with their children, although one can feel a ~ 
palpable wave of collective tension emanating from 
most local households ("Get out and playinth~snow,,. 
The only positive result that can be hoped to come out 
of this situation is greater mutual respec t and under- 
standing between the teachers and their employers, and 
perhaps a greater publicappreciation of some of the 
:underlying difficulties in the education system, The 
latter is hard to quantify, but experience in this district 
indicates that the relationship between teachers and 
board will probably not be improved by even a good and 
hard-fought agreement. 
. The scope of the issues involved and the sheer number 
• of items remaining make analysis almostimpossible, but 
itis apparent hat monetary items are not at the core. As 
district secretary-treasurer Barry Piersdorff put~ it, "We 
don't  know what the issue is." 
Perhaps this dispute isabout ideas: the idea of what a 
teacher is in a professional sense~ the idea of who should 
control what elernents of .education, the .idea of what 
protection staff require from arbitrary ~tanagernent 
decisions and what limitations would prevent manage- 
mentfrorn performing its function effectively. 
• Representatives from both sides of the argument have 
expressed regrets and sympathy for the children - -  who, 
after all, are the object of the entire exercise. 
Both sides appear tO believe that what they are doing 
is for the ultimate benefit of the education system. 
The problem ~s diet, at thi.s point it just doesn't seem 
to be working out.that way. • 
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Happy New.yea~!: 
And you thought I'd copped 
out on my Fearless Forecasts 
column, just because a couple 
of •more important municipal 
issues came up. We're here to  
have fun, remember? And 
without bringing out the old 
score card, how can faithful 
readers believe what they read? 
Just before the Mayor an- 
nounced his committee chair- 
manships, I fearlessly 
forecasted that Danny Sheridan 
would retain Finance. Right 
on, one point for ihe good --~ 
guys;. 
Fearless Forecast No. 2 put 
Ruth Ha!lock in Par ,~ and! '  
Recreation• Z.ap -- complete "~
miss! Interesting Sce~'  
here.., the Library fun'ctibn 
used to fall under the Finance 
Committee, and there was a 
whole separate committee for 
social issues... Mo Takhar's 
chairmanship has expanded to 
Community and Recreation 
Services and includes these new 
mandates. When I suggested 
the Committee had floundered 
over the pool expansion and 
Christy Park, Iexpected the 
Mayor might make changes --  
he's obviously happy with Mo 
and by inference, with what the 
Committee did last year. With 
a library expansion proposal on 
the drawing board, at a cost 
strikingly similar to that of the 
pool ($860,000 vs $836,000 and 
rising), could a sleight.of-hand 
be in the wind? Did the pool 
delay give the library pro- 
ponents time to get their act 
together7 
Or are we seriously consider- 
ing committing 2/3 of the 
City's available 10ng-term debt 
to the twO projects?... Of all 
the groups in town with sugges- 
~. 
II 
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Wednesday 
by Bob Jackman 
4 
Perspectives 
ti0ns for ways Coun~ilsh0uld~ ; to!~,dthe Mayor to guard the: , 
spendour money, t~on~!!~e ~: "i~[ihouse, His Worship re-~ 
invited to the Terrace2000 sponded by putting the fox in 
Think Tank was the Library : 
Board. • ~'~ 
Forecast No. 3 suggested the 
demise of the social services 
committee, or a rookie chair- 
man. Full points, see above. 
I hedged on number four, 
placing Moin charge of Public 
Works but guessing Ruth as the 
Mayor's econd option. Looks 
like 50~/s, but I also added Bob 
Cooper as a member... 2 out of 
3 ain't bad. 
The BigM'.tssY Number Five! 
No points! Why would I have 
suspected that the Mayor 
would placeDarryl Lament, a 
guy with Economic Develop- 
ment experience as Chamber of 
Commerce vice-president and 
Airport Advisory Commission 
member, at the hehn of the 
Tourism and Economic Devel- 
opment Committee? Too 
logical? And then, the Mayor 
appoints Alderman Lament 
rather than Alderman Hull --  
who campaigned against th e 
"committ~shdffle" tliat aBut- 
tied his rugby clubhouse --  to 
keep an eye on the committee 
shuffle• Rather than matching 
abilities and interests, the 
Mayor throws a subtle curve, 
Does the committee shuffle 
perhaps erve a useful function 
for the Mayor --  like providing 
a home for the really bad 
ideas? 
Right on with Number Six. 
I'm not alone in suggesting to 
the Mayor that his Finance 
Chairman is at a disadvantage 
not being a member of the 
Public Works Committee, 
which spends the majority of 
the City's operating budget• 
But when one former alderman 
charge, placing the Public:. 
Works Chairman on Finance. 
• 1988 was a great year for 
Terrace! Tourism jumped. The 
commercial nd residential 
building boom •continued. The 
Highway 16/Keith Avenue cor- 
• rider filled with attractive ser- 
vice buildings. The new Health 
Care Society got a good start 
on Terracevic~v's Extended 
-Care wing. The Kermode 
Friendship Centre launched 
renovations to house a new 
Native Community Law Office. 
Students began working on a ~ 
major video and play address- 
ing family violence and con- 
cerns aboutthe role of d~gs  
and alcohol, which will come 
to fruition before the school 
year ends: Skeena Cellulose 
made a long-term commitment 
to our City with the opening Of 
their state-of-the:art sawmill. 
The Okanagan Skeena group, 
owners of CFTK, announced 
platls for a: $5,000,000 mall 
which will dramatically im- 
prove~the 'look at our 
downtown core. Mining activity 
soared throughout the region. 
And I got everything I wanted 
for Christmas! 
Seems like everywhere you 
looked in '88 people were 
Charging ahead, promoting one 
facet or another of our 
economic and social fabric. 
That's typical of the new Ter- 
race -- people working 
together to achieve our com- 
mon goals• I'm looking for- 
ward to an equally successful 
and rewarding 1989-- hope 
you are tool 
.~ , . . ,  . 
, k .  
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Equal representation 
To the Editor; 
In your December 21, 1988 
edition, "Resional.District takes 
aim at Regional Council", the 
North Coast" Minister of State 
announced the creation of a 
10-member Regional Advisory 
Council for the North Coast 
Region. 
And it means just that. Why 
add: one more name to this fist? 
It appears Terrace and the 
Hazeltons are well represented, 
having six or seven .each of 
Regional Directors and Regional 
Council. Plus their municipal 
councils, the Tribal coimcil, 
Band councils, the Gitksan- 
Wet'suwet'en Government 
Commission, the DIA, Friend: 
ship Cvntres,: commi'ttees; and 
the list goes on. If this is not 
"equal representatio~i", then 
there is something wrong wi~ 
the system. 
Ou~ MLA is doing a good job 
of representing those of us who 
have to speak for ourselves. 
M.G. Dalen, 
Cedarvale, B.C.. 
f ~  
Thanks from seniors • 
To the Editor; 
The members of the Terrace 
Old Age Pensioners Associa- 
tion, Branch //73, wish to ex- 
press their grateful "Thanks" to 
the .following organizations for 
the very kind thoughts of the 
Christmas Season shown to the 
Seniors of the Terrace area. 
OurThanks to: The Northern 
Motor Inn, Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police and their 
families, 747 Royal Canadian 
Air Cadets, the Auxifiary of the 
Canadian Legion, Kinette Club 
of Terrace, the Terrace Co- 
operative Association, the 
Skeena Mall Merchants and the 
Terrace Mall Merchants. 
Arleen Frank, 
Secretary, Terrace Old 
Age Pensioners Association. 
b. 
Rob Smart Susan Roches Dan Glllard Terrace promotional 
I want to graduate in I want to go somewhere (from Prince Rupert) 
spite of the teachers' - -  meet new people, find To bewealthy and own 
strikes, new friends. .=uo,.oo pamphlets updated 
L .  
" ",~/~i/ '.!-i Anita Stephens 
: ~ :~:.,~, ~, For personal growth. I 
: ,~ :  ' , :  . hope that a lot of prob- 
..... :~:~ .... lores in the world get 
: ~ solved and the land 
claims are settled. 
[ I I 
f 
Jamle Normandeau " 
I hope for the best! . ~ ,,: 
MMH seeks new equipment 
TERRACE" The board of trus- the patient from numerous dif- would provide the balance. 
tees for Mills Memorial Hospital 
has decided to investigate the 
possibilities for acquiring a $1 
million piece of diagnostic 
equipment, but the Ministry of 
Health says they're on their own 
as far as funding is concerned. 
Hospital administrator Norm 
Carelius ays the board decision 
to consider having a CT scanner 
installed at Mills Memorialcame 
as a result of lobbying by medi- 
Cal staff from every hospital in 
the Northwest. CT stands for 
computer tomography, and the 
device is a sort of elaborate X- 
ray machine that takes images of 
ferent angles and then generates 
a composite picture to the physi- 
cian for diagnostic use. 
Local patients who require the 
procedure presently have to 
travel to Vancouver or Prince 
George. 
Carelius said the board met 
recently with a Ministry of 
Health representative, who told 
them the population in this re- 
gion doesn't justify the pur- 
chase. Carelius noted that the 
R.E.M. Lee Foundation had in- 
dicated willingness to raise a 
portion of the capital cost under 
the assumption that the ministry 
In addition to the initial in- 
vestment, Carelius aid, the in- 
strument would have to be staff- 
ed by two trained technicians 
and would cost about $300,000 
annually to operate. 
Doctors and hospital staff in 
the Northwest haven't given up 
the idea, however. Carelius aid 
they are keeping an informal 
tally of the number of patients 
shipped out for the procedure, 
and the numbers will be ana- 
lyzed after an unspecified period 
of time to determine the level of 
demand for CT scanning ser- 
vices in the region, 
7 
The City of Terrace will pick 
up $500 of the total cost of 
$4,000 to update five booklets 
'profiling-~ the ~ major ".economic 
sectors in the Terrace area. The 
five publications cover popula- 
tion and labor force statistics, 
agriculture, geology and mining, 
the forest industry and tourism. 
The regional district's Economic 
Development Commission will 
add $500 while the balance will 
be paid for by the Ministry of 
MUnicipal Affairs. 
According - to  city ad- 
ministrator Bob Hallsor, the 
booklets have proven to be in- 
valuable for the promotion of 
economic activity in the area, 
but the current series was 
printed four years ago and is 
now out of date. He adds that 
the ministry's cost-sharing pro- 
posal, in which they pay 75 per- 
cent of the total cost, was very 
attractive and an opportunity 
that shouldn't be missed. 
Workshop to demonstrate 
new education technology 
Satellite-delivered learning is 
one of the latest adaptations of 
today's technology and promises 
to bring the best in learning pro- 
grams to the Northwest. In 
order to demonstrate this, 
Northwest Community College 
has scheduled a free satellite 
video conference on interactive 
learning in the Inn of the West 
from 10:15 a.m. to 1 p.m. next 
Wednesday, Jan. 11. 
The display will feature an 
interactive satellite video con- 
ference live from New York, 
Michigan and Washington, 
D.C., and will demonstrate he 
training applications that in- 
teractive video technology can 
offer to businesses and industry. 
It will also demonstratehow the 
academic community is con- 
tributing to training applications 
in interactive technology and 
give everyone an opportunity to 
try out the systems through 
audio teleconferencing.' 
Although this is a "no 
charge" workshop, NWCC rec- 
ommends that those interested 
reserve a seat by phoning 
Norbert Hartig, Director of 
Distance Education, or Kress 
Nelson, Systems Manager, at 
635-6511, Randy Leclerc at 
Northland Communications, 
638-0261, or Bobby Phillips, 
manager of the Chamber of 
Commerce at 635-2063. 
City turns down ad 
The city has turned own a re- 
quest to buy space for a 
"message of support" in the 
Association of Kinsmen and 
Kinette Clubs' national KIN 
magazine. To do so could set a 
precedent for other service 
clubs, and according to Alder- 
man Ruth Halleck, this could 
become expensive, Space for 
these ads cost from $165 to 655 
depending on the size. Halleck 
says the request was declined 
"with regret" and added that, 
"We are eternally grateful to 
them in thistown, but we have 
declined in the past because it 
may be a precedent for other 
clubs." 
"7 
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not Comprehend mathematical 
equations, ome talk too nluch 
or overeat. Some W, oplehave 
criminaltendencies. Others- 
may benearlY ~rfect, bui~ have 
a S¢lf=righLe0us arrogance -.: 
:. about:them.:l have big feet. 
:~ IY~'e'~nb~ about my. feet.. 
for years. As a child,I 
overheard .the hushed com- 
ments at the shoe.store ("oh : 
my... yes, I see the 
.problem..."). I remember the 
taunting remarks at school, 
reg~din, g "dodhopl~rs" and 
stomPingbiR f0r~t fircs~-:ln 
the;sensitive t enage .yeats, I 
had towear Orthopedic old- 
lady shoes instead of stylish 
wedgies to.the school prom. I
once ov¢'rhcard a close friend 
-say. to another, 'CSiephanie/s 
: tali~,~but she.just hasn't gro~wn "" 
into her feet yet]"' Oh, the 
pain. 
Well, I,m thirty-two-.and-a- 
half, and I still haven't grown 
into my fe~t.:~Th~ " measure 
ladies' size:lO ~, ~lease note, 
not an 11. Shoes aregetting 
easier to find, though expen- 
~.=,,,-.: ,.:.: . ,,: .. ; , - .  -:,:, 7" ".- ' ~ ' -  ~,~. ~ . - .  
~ey.say.that rn0bOdy,s • .. ''" ... ~ "~' ..... ........ ' .s l ig l i~y~ar:  large grey 
perfcCtl, Some of ushave noar- b0ot~i~ teftneatr:the door ,  
fisfictalent, some people can- with ~f~t  axoundto:matchl 
them, i~beduction: someone had 
mistagmly taken my boots, 
and a.trade-off would be 
necessar~ later. I grabbed the 
b0otsi i!~ulled them on for a 
perf~'f it . , i~d lea;  .... ~ ::::": ::,.-:/: 
'"Soon after arriving home,-. 
: thephone rang..Our party 
hostess was calling to arrange 
the boot exchange. My boot-- 
. thief,would soon arrivetto cor- 
rectlthe damage. And who .was 
this big, footed lady? A man! 
• I'd forgotten just how big .my. 
feet really were, :until.I watched 
a.promincnt male Terrace - 
physician, a specialist, lumber ~ 
, UP my driveway.in my size 
IOtA snowbo0ts. To toP it off, 
he.then quipped,.''Well; I
• ..noti..ced.they were abit.large 
for me!".. -," " ...
,. -That  does it. I cim-never 
have any medical complicaffons 
"in this doctor's field now; 
Knowing that this man has the 
same size feet as :I,'well, it 
alternates ~etwechiiysterically 
funny and totally ~einbatrassing. 
Mostly hysterically funny. For  
exatnple, if he can wear my 
• sire, and :!~iisom.~es forget snowboots, then he can wear 
about my~hyst~ deformity my open-toe heels. And my 
for months at a time. patent-leather wedgies. And ~e 
-:.:~Reemtly, howev¢~ ~u~ ~ciT~, ..,.~ $95;O0:g,.gld!~m.e..fkt. ts that ~L~.,- 
dent occurred Which~mi/y pet,: hacJ.to s~arch ~ all over Van- ":"" 
manently scat my oversize-foot- couver, for last. year, .though he 
co~aplexed psyche. While leav- couldn't wear them with just. 
ins a holiday patty, l.couldn't any old outfit. 
Iocatemy $70.00 hard-to-f'md- This is less embarrassing 
size10 .~ grey snowbo0ts near. when I r.emember that Princess 
the door where I'd left them. Diana has fairly large hoofs, 
My  husband and I searched the too. Maybeshe'd like to get in 
party host's house, eyeing each onthis shoe exchange. After 
,~est'.s footwear critically. No  all, that.man's snowboots were 
luck. We discovered a pair of quite comfortable. 
Entry deadline nears 
for music fest,val 
Cont r ibuted  by  ~ane Welsmi l le r  ~J~ 
Members o f  the: Padfic Northwest Music FestiVal Committee 
-, would like~,o':r~mind students and teachers:that the: final date fo 
submit entries for the 1987 Festival is January 10, 1989. 
The syllabus and entry forms are availabl~at the f~ilowing loca- 
tions: Sight and Sound stores in Terrace, Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert; public libraries in Terrace and Kitimat; and Northwest 
Community College offices. ~~ 
They can also be obtained by writing to the Secretary at Box 456, 
Terrace, B.C. V8O 4B5. ' :  
Christmas Light 
wi n ners an nou nced 
Last" week the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce 
announced the winners of their 
"Christmas Light. Campaign", 
They are: 
Best street --  McRae Cres- 
cent. 
Besi home --  Ray Tremblay, 
4943 Gait. 
Best original theme - -  
Marilyn and Howard Richey, 
24i3 Cramer, " 
Second or ig ina l  theme - -  Pat 
Allen, 4930 ScOtt, " " " 
Best :store,,~/all ~ Central 
Flowers and Gifts. 
Best store, service - -  Skeena 
Mall administration (for interior 
and exterior). 
Judges were Vesta Douglas, 
Ginny Lowrie and George 
Clark; 
Judging took place Dec, 21. 
There were a total of 19 entrants 
in this first annual campaign. 
Prizes sponsored by CFTK in- 
cluded individual certificates for 
each home entered, plus prizes 
from Paragon. Insurance, 
Bavarian Inn, Scars and Tolsec, 
- :  . . .  
• . . • .  . 
Christine Weber was presented with a $500 ondary School and president of the Terraceand 
B.C. Principals/Vice Principals Association District Administrators Association, Christine 
scholarship last month. This is the firsf ~,ear the Weber, and Don Gordon o~Smithers, a director 
scholarship has: beemawarded, and they were of.the B,CI Prin¢ipals/~hq~rih~cip ais Associa' " 
presented to 12 of- morethan 100 applicants in t!o n. ,d ,,~.,~, ' :. " .. 
the province. . . . . . . . .  ' " : ' .:.. :,:,-,: :~ " :.. 
Criteria for qu~ifying :for the scholarships Weber graduated from Caledoma Senior See- 
were academie~standing, participation i  the 0ndary S~hool last ~hne, andswith a $1,000 
school and community, .and leadership oten- University of Guelph entrance, scholarship~ and 
t ia i s  : : , '~.~,~ • - : . . . .  a, $16,.0~0 .:Uniyerslty of:. Guelph- Presidents. 
" Pictured ~ al~o.',~ t(left: to- right)':a/e~ Tofli: :::si:~ol~l~;"~beg~:h~i ~/0"s't2s~0nda~ry :educa: 
Hamakawa,. principal of Thornhillflunio r S¢c- t ion at::tSe 0n~0:'sch00! .'.m_ Septem_be__r. ~ 
"L~.  . .  I - C '  : . . . .  ' . ,  ". " ' " 7 - :  : ~-  ~" :~" : . : ' . : .~ .~ -~ . .  
. , . . . . .  . ' ' %:  . • 
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/ i  If you wish ito 
• • o"  " ) ' "  ' '  " "  " - the bt'rth of .,YOUR::bab.y., p!e~e fi!! out the form 
available in the tndterntty I ward.at Mills Memorial 
HosPital. We ivlli pick up yow: forms every week. 
RANAHAN/FAULKNER-  Paul Ranahan and Shauna 
Faulkner are the:proud parents of new son Matthew Michael 
Ranahan, born December 25, I988, Weighing 8 lbs. 2 oz. 
\ 
STEPHENS - -  Duane and Norma are proud to announce the 
birth of Jared Duane, born on December 27, 1988.. Jared is a 
new brother for Cole and Melia. 
F IBIRg 
Member of  AFS Wire SO.CO 
24-hour Phone 
(604)635-4080 
Skeena Mall , .o  
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• .. :.:~iiBob Peac~k of.-file .Te~ace ~I:-.88;~A distfict-sPonsoredGra¢[¢3 ~. ~ill :be :'offered : in:two: $I ,000 
" - -' ~:BlUeback'Swim Club donated a.:-,"s.~th:~ ~- ro~a~m:in Terrttce felF..- sc~larships. :.*for" .~ raduatin '" w , : r . .  " ' ,.. ,p  g g 
• :total of $14,5.00. to School - 't0 restraint measures in the early Caledonia. Senior Secondary 
• " " i District 88 Monday;• Dec..19 on " , . . . .  ' !980 s..and~, ac.cording, to Assts-.. . students land the :balance will 
• ~:: bell~df".of: th~ !.clulpto; e~tfiblish tant .:Superintendant:. Skip- establish ~:the::. beginn]'ngs, of a 
-: distnct.-w|de:Grade '3 swim Pro- Bergsmai:theyhave been unable perpetual,scholarship base. The 
• • :i' ~am,: aTerraee Blueback Swim to i reinstitute the program. :He: club intends/to continue Con- 
: , ~ ~ : .::_ Club Scholarship and a Terrace, says the swim program will:.be a!~i::itrib~fing:~.$4,000 iannually, until. 
i.Blueback Swim .Club endow- first in. Kitwanga and the  'the :endowment :.capital fund 
:: meat fund~ H.azeltons and provtdesupp0 ~ totalsi$20~O00, atwhich point. 
-" of.the total, $10,500 will sup- .for Stewart which they: have the interest will be SUfficient o 
por t the  swim program in every never eceived:in, the Past.: ' " o " ' " . . . .  • pr v~de a perl~tUal scholarship 
i community, in ,School District Of the ~rematmng $~$,000, half fund;" !. ~ " ~ 
: :"::i:::: :iAccor~'ng : tO.iPeacock,, the 
Time for,,: Books, . . ::-:..':[:. , c~o l~sh ips  " and-endowment 
. :~ii ~]~-: i~d~e an important step for 
: i:~" , i~:~.?'~i:[.~:the!club, allovang them.to ex-- 
, ...: press their cOmmitmentto our 
. : :..:.!Historian Donald. Creighton once lcomplained 0f.the. dominance 
:. i ofpolitics over nearly every aspe~:of.~i l ian.Hfe..  The.Oxford 
Book of Canadian Political Anecdotes i  ~.insightful and at 
• times, biting look at some of. thefigures who have dominated that 
scene. From, the times of Champlain and Brebeuf, Jack McLeod 
g0es :on tO expose another side; showing the wiL humor and pas- 
sion of  those who have taken up political cudgels. Lady Mac- 
~donaid sought a charitable co~ntribution from Sir Hugh Allan, 
., whotried to hedge. 'She laughed android him he couldnot ake.: 
-.his money with him. "No,". remarked Sir John, "it would soon 
• • melt if he did: '  " 
" "  . • • 
:i'bY' Andrea Deakln : ~, cltizens of the future by assisting 
them .in. their educational 
endeavors. 
Peacock says the scholarships 
and endowment fund will be ad- 
minister~ by" the Northwest 
Education '88' Foundation, an 
established: non-profit ~ society 
who are presently administering 
funds for scholarships of a 
similar nature. He says that the 
biggest advantage in using the 
• Nellie McClung, one of the most important of the early . foundation is that the necessary 
' feminists,,was:, used to mail attacking her-interest in a male - db~ientat ion  -~nd organiza- 
preserve.. ,'I wish you.could see; the proportion of my mail that- tionai and operating pr~edures 
tells me to go home and darn my husband's socks. I never would .... are.aiready in place. 
-have believed that one man's hosiery could excite the amount of 
interest those socks do - -  and yet, do you know; they are always 
damedl" 
Another form of defiant courage was shown by Governor 
General Vanier, quoted from John Fraser's.Telling Tales. "An 
old man, sick unto death, sat in a MontrealStand in his own 
,province as•louts hurled refuse and bottles athis prime minister 
and •himself... He didn't cower or flee. Instead, he kicked his 
. wooden, leg into•., position, and, :. ~: simply~ stbod. up to face the bar- 
rage."  ' ,~.: 
.::.:' ..The collection. inclOdes tories o/;,co rUr age;-defiance and irony, 
:! It also has solne very funny epis~es. :Ri~har~ Gwynteils th'e - 
:story of Joe3, Smallw0od, who was inclined to drive in rather a 
reckless manner, hurtling through fog at 70 miles an hour, two ~ 
wheels across the center line. On one occasion hewas spotted by " 
an RCMP officer who gave chase. As  the officer approached, 
notebook in hand, a familiar face peered out of the window. 
"My God/,  the •officer said. "Yes,"• replied the premier, "and 
don't you forget it." 
stimulating informative, and sadly shorter than one could 
. wish,:.The Oxford'Book of Canadian ~Political Anecdotes, 
published by Oxford at $24;95 is an entertaining, well researched 
and well edited commentary on our political history, 
The young Bernard Shaw -- "Sonny" in the fami ly -  was an 
unhappy child. His father was an alcoholic, his mother, who  
'~ cared little for her son, was engaged in an affair with her music 
teacher, George John Lee. Shaw even believed himself to be 
:Lee's son. Shaw wrote to Ellen Terry; in an unguarded moment, 
o f  his childhood; "devil of achildhood, Ellen, rich only in 
dreb.ms, :frightful and lovelessin realities". Perhaps the memories 
of this childhood lay behind his constant attempts to liberate 
various women from their marriages to become "New Women", 
only to have them fail in love with him. 
Shaw's school career was indistinguished, heshowed no ability 
either in music or art, there was nothing tO suggest he brilliance 
of the career to come. Yet he persevered, seeking always that at- 
tention and acceptance he had never known as a child. He had an 
immutable faith in his ability to improve himself and encourage 
his latent creativity• With this faith and persistence h  overcame 
his shyness, became a public speaker on behalf of the Fabian 
Society. He believed that "the humane and reasoned voice of the 
intellectual must not be lost amid the struggle of professional 
politicians and the rough and tumble of popular democracy"• 
The Fabians needed a voice of progress with safeguards against 
revolution• Shaw was that voice. The confidence and experience 
that these occasions gave him must have helped to encourage him 
to turn to writing plays as yet another voice of his ideals, plays 
which struck out at many Victorian institutions. 
Michael Holroyd's biography of the early years of Shaw is a 
very readable book packed with information, yet at times 
frustrating because of what it omits, or treats briefly: the in- 
fluence of Shaw's early friends, one of whom corresponded with 
him until his death at 94; his early experiences of theater, which 
must have ,been formative -- expansion here would have been 
valuable. Still, this account, which ends with Shaw's marriage at 
:the age of 42 to Charlotte Payne Townshend, a "lady deeply in- 
terested in the London School of Economics", must only leave us I 
eager for the second volume, Bernard Shaw, the Search for Love I is pub l i shed  by Random House  at $32.00,  
: Harold Cox, chairman of the 
Northwest Education '88' Foun- 
dation; says the foundation was 
established in the~fallof 1977 to 
receive and disburse gifts, dona- 
tions or legacies in the form of 
scholarships: or bursaries for 
deserving students who wish tO 
'" pursue,a post-secondary educa- 
tion. To ~date, the foundation 
has paid out $66,702 in scholar- 
ships to local students of speci~ 
• :.- mefitand isfinctibn. ' 
Any individual or business 
-can contribute to: the fund and 
alldonations or grants are tax 
• deductable. "The. 'community 
should be proud of the 
achievements of. our students," 
says Cox. 
• ~Existing perpetual scholarship " 
accounts administered by the 
foundation are the Northwest 
Education '88', Frank Morris 
Memorial, Dudley G. Little 
Athletic, Waiter Yeo, Hans G. 
Muehle, Terrace and District 
Arts Counci l ,  Caledonia 
Graduates, Caledonia Endow- 
ment, CUPE 2012 Municipa~ 
Workers and Terrace Rotary 
Endowment Scholarships. 
• , ! 
On behalf of School District 88, Assistant Superintendant 
Skip Bergsma (right) accepted a cheque for $10,500 from 
Bob Peacock of the Terrace Blueback .Swim Club last 
month. The money will .• be used to establish.a district-wide 
Grade 3 s~!m program for Terrace, Kitwanga, Hazelton and 
Stewart. 
• EX PERIENCED B U ILDIN G 
MATERIALS PERSON 
required by local building 
supply store 
Dutiesinclude plan takeoffs, construction quotes, 
andcustomercontact. 
Call George Or Bob at 
TERRACE BUILDERS CENTRE 
fOran appointment 
635-6273 
I I I I  I I 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. 
• Luc Dollar Bingo Palace 
.:~ .. 4818 Hwy, 16 West 
:" ~: ~SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Assn. 
MONDAY: Terrace Minor Hockey 
TUESDAY: Kermodes or Jaycees 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Cluo 
THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets 
Ladies of the Royal Purple 
FRIDAY: Parapelegic Assn. 
SATURDAY: Parapelegic Foundation 
Regular 
18  Games 
EVERYONE WELCOME! 
(Age. 14 years and up) 6 
Thank youl Have a Nice dayl 
Extra 
Games 
II I I II I I I I II II 
• . r _ 
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team wins [ Scores . : :: :a re  . . . . . . :  
grad basketball : 
The grads of 1987-88, paced 
by Chris Vissennan and Harpel 
Manhas, emerged as winners of 
the annualCaledonia boys' 
grads basketball tournament 
held Dec. 22 and 23 at the Ter- 
race senior secondary school.. 
On:the three-team girls' side,: 
MicheEe Hendry led the way for 
the grads of 87-89 to pull out a 
v ic tory .  
It was a super series •all the 
way with excellent basketball 
from a l l s ix  male and three 
female squads. 
For the men, teams were split 
into groups of three for round- 
robin action, with the two on 
each side then crossing over for 
third and fourth placing, plus 
first and second. 
Game one 
Coach  Phil .Letham's current. 
edition of Kermodes had their 
hands full with the grads of 
84-to-86, but managed to come 
through with a 90-85 victory. 
The score favored Kermodes 
46-44 at the half. 
Dave Hogg fired in 28 points 
to lead the high school boys 
while John Favda added 17, 
Hogg's big brother-Mike i~aced 
the older squad with 24 points. 
RossDickie contributed 18 and 
Shawn Moldenhauer~h~td 16. ':' 
Game two., 
A 30-point effort from Visser- 
man helped the 87-88 grads to a 
100-74 win over the 80-to-83 
grads. Trevor Shannon chipped 
inwith a dozen, Jim Kellar and 
Simon Dodd were hish guns for 
the older crew with 21 and 20 
pmnts respectively. Doug 
Andersen had 14. 
Game three 
Kennodes ensured themselves 
of a berth in the championship 
same with their second win ,of 
the (lay -- 89,73over the oldest 
grads from 75;and-back. Hogg 
and Favela again topped the 
scoring with 19 and 17 points. 
Steve Dewacht added 14. Doug 
McKay with 21 and Oreg Ross 
with 16 were best for the ancient 
ones. 
Game four 
The 87-88 crew made sure 
they'd be playing Kermodes in 
the final by downing the 
76-to-79 oldsters 94-87. For the 
winners it was a Manhas and 
Visserman show with 26 and 
25-point efforts. Richard Klein 
had a superb 39 points for the 
losers. 
Game five 
The 76-to-79 guys had the first 
game of the final day and used it 
for a 70-63 win over the 80-to-83 
crew. Klein set the pace with 25, 
while A! Cleon came up with 18 
for the winners. For the losers it 
was Kellar with 17, DougWilson 
16 and Roland Barton 13. The 
win gave the 76-to-79 squad a 
berth in the game for third and 
four th .  • . . . . . .  :::~:,., 
Game B Ix  " 
The 84-to.86 team needed a
win against the 75,and, earlier 
men to earn a spot against.76-79 
in the third and fourth: en- 
counter. They did: it was a99-62 
win  over their slower opponents. 
Ross with 21 .and Phil  Letham 
with 2Odid most of the scoring 
for the old ones, but: it wasn't 
enough..The- younger team got 
17 from Steve:Gagn'e, .16 from 
MikeHogg and 13 from 
Molden!~aueL . : , : - :  
• Game seven - 
Age prev~Liled intl~e :battle :for 
third and fourth as the 76.to-79 
men beat he 84-86 youths 73,64. 
The combination of Olson and 
Klein counted :28 and 22 to lead 
th(~ way to.victory. On the other  
side, Mike Hogg and Dic~ie 
each had 15 while.Rod Philpott 
and Wade Watson had 12 each. 
T i t le  game 
The title match was close 
throughout til the last quarter 
when the 87-88 crew moved into 
a bigger lead and earnedan 
86-75 victory over Kermodes. 
The winners had a slim 39-38 
bulgeat he half. The Manhas 
and Visserman show had 29 and 
23 respectively for the winners. 
For Kermodes itwas Hogg with 
22, Dewacht with 16 and Favela 
with 15. 
Gids' game one 
It was a tight 56-54 win for the 
85-86 gab in the opener against 
the 87-to-89 crew. Jackie Sturn 
had 22 for .the winners. Val 
Philpott added 20 and Caroline 
Hendry 18. It was a Michelle 
HendrY effort for the losers as 
the SFU star scored 30 points. 
Gids' game two 
The.85-86 gals scored another 
two-point victory when they 
took on the 84-and-beyond 
ladies. It was 53-51 with Philix)tt 
scoring 13 and Caro l ine  Hendry 
12 for the wm. Joy (Wideman) 
Schmidt scored 17 in a losing 
cause,. 
GidB '  game three  
The 84-and-beyond team held 
87-89's Michelle Hendry to 16 
points, but the 87,-89 squad still 
came up with a 5242 win and 
earned another shot at the 
85-86ers in the final. Rochelle 
Pelletier scored 10 for the win- 
ners. Topping the older ladies 
were Moniea Holubowski with 
15 and Joy Schmidt with a 
dozen. 
Gir ls '  championsh ip  
The 87-89 girls revenged their 
earlier loss to the 85-86 team by 
counting a 63-52 victory for all 
the marbles in the title match. 
This  time they couldn't hold 
back Michelle Hendry as she 
scored 33 points. Lisa Dams 
added 14. Michelle's sister 
Caroline had 22 in a losing 
cause. 
Next year, organizers plan to 
make it a bigger and better series 
With more awards, plus a social 
buf fe tand  dance;  ......... ~ ..... 
I 
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. TERRACE •MINOR HOCKEY 'S  ANNUAL - Gerald Baido . .~. :,~...:,:(K!timat.Goalle)-'.i,1 
CHRISTMAS~ATOMS FR IENDSHIP '  : - ,  Scott-Frezell • . :~:~:/,.::(Terraoe);:.i"...~:~ . " ! ' . . "  I 
TOURNAMENT ATTHE TERRACE ARENA -Jason Albert . . . . .  ' : ,~(Smlthere) '~ ' 1 i  : ' " l~' : ' ;  : :~ '~ ' 
DEC.  28  . :30, 1988-  . Mikko Jaakkola [1. . . . . .  ~: . . . . .  (Kltimat) .,,. •::'i~ 
• . " -- "":DlmitriFIiltzlaks : '.- ,"~-;.(Terrace). ~: -"~" :"!: : 
GAME BCORES - -  DAYONE 11 ' : . : : , ; John.Middleton . . . . . . . .  ,: ~ (Terrace) ' "  ~' 1 ' r l : . . . . . .  .: ~ : :~ "
Bravos 6, Rotary White 3, . " "  " :. - .:, • Jeff  Marceau ..: - -. : :.,: i (Terrace).:: ' .:.;:,!~i:~ 
Terrace White.6, Rotary Blue 3 . " . " " ;:: :/!.i:Ylotor:Basanti.:. ' ' .:: :(.~;::(T~riace) : " .: 1 " : . :~ ; 
Skeena Lions 16, Farwest 4 . .  ' ' " . .:~'-~::i Tom-iSlamitakis '~ . .  : ....'.i : .(Kltimat) .. ~ : .; .:.~. 
Terrace Green i0 ,  Terrace Orange 7 ' : :  .::/::~::":.:i.!i:~Dorlln Meeds  -- . i . . . .  , - : . .  (Kit imat)! . .  ' . ,  .." i 
Rotary  White 13, Terrace Purple 4 . . . . . .  :::::::=~:/::;/!"i;;:' i !:::.!'!:;::.'~":": ' " . :: i. :' ':~:$KEI~N,~'.i:IoiqS ' '!"~'~ ." .. ::.::" : . :  :1 
RotaryBlue 3, Wlngs Travel 3 " : . :  ~:..:::Terrace Anderson.~ . .: ' .  : / :  : (Kltlmat::-.Goalle).::: 
Bravos 6, Skeena Lions 3, " ' 
Terrace White 14, TerraceGreen 7 ,Nathan Brandvold " " " . '(Smith'ers)~:..:~ i / . : / '  
Terrace Purple 6, FarweSt 4 . .. : : . . :  :. HarrY. Dhaliwal .... . . "  • '... ,: .'-.' :(Kltimat): " ~:-/ : : . . / :-  
. ,.:~ ::~:-i: ~,!.:.! :Jeff,Mould ..  " . .  -. . .:".: :; (Terrace) .., : , - :,.. 
Wings Travel 7, Terrace Orange 2 '"". : ' : i:: "~!~;:/:-/~: MarkTessaro  ~' . . . .  .: (Terrace). ; ., '  :..~ 
. .  ' ~: GAME SCORES - -  DAY TWO !, i:-"./- i! i:-,::MathewNichol s . . . .  " " " (Terrace) " ' . : 
Terrace.White 7, Terrace Orange 7 ";~!/::{"':~:i.': Jefferson Sanka ' (Raze l ton)  I " 
Bravos 10, Farwest2  
• - Terrace Green 6, Rotary Blue 5 
- Rotary White 7, Skeena Lions 1 
.Terrace Green.5, Wings Travel 4 • ~-:.•, 
Skeena Lions 7, Terrace Purple 3 .... -. 
Farwest 9, Rotary White 5. " " ' .... 
Terrace Orange 3, Rotary Blue 2 . . . . . . .  _._,. . . . . . . . .  may 
Terrace White 10, Wings Travel 8 ': " ':~: 1:r: :" ' ~ -- . . . .  1" Collln Sampson 
Bravos 4,Terrace Purple 2 " -.- - • Corey Waldy 
F INALDAY SCORES -.:, Shane Wilson, 
5th. lace teams - -  Farwest 3, Rotary Blue 1 : '  Rvan Stevenson • 
4th laceteams--TerraceOrange4,TerracePurple2 ha a ~ ho " "P " ' " 2 S wn C_rv_l__ 
3rd-place teams - -  Wings Travel 6, Skeena uons  Jessle Bleamfleld 
2nd.place teams - -  Rotary Whlte 5, TerraceGreen 4 C;ralg Hewltson 
I s t .p laceteams - -  Bravos • 5, Terrace White1", . Danlel Bennato 
TEAM 
: ~-~, :~. Naveep~Toor. " - (Kitimat) - , 
• / " : : - ,  ~:..:. :..::Renle Butler - - • (Kitimat! 
. . . .  ~':'"~i "~:~:~., ;/' Thomas Danlels . . (Terrace) 
FINAL DIVISION STANDINGS " 
WON LOST TIED POINTS 
Bravos 
Rotary White- 
Skeena Lions 
Farwest 
Terrace Purple 
'A' DIVISION 
5 Q O 10 
3 2 0 6 
2 3 o 4 
-2  3 O 4 
~1 4 O' 2 
'B' DIVISION 
3 1 1 7 
3 2 0 6 
• 2 2 1 3 
2 2 1 3 
0 4 1 1 
FARWEST -' " 1 
.. , . : .  : . (Klt lmat-  Goalie):.- . 
~voy :- (Terrace)..._ . 
-- :(Smlthers) .. :, 
(Hazelton) 
(Terrace) . . . . .  
(Terrace) . 
(Terrace) 
(Kitimat). = 
,-(Kltlmat) 
(Kitlmat) 
(Kltlmat) 
Terrace White 
Terrace Green 
Wings Travel - 
Terrace orange  
Rotary Blue 
TERRACE PURPLE 
Daniel HIGglnson (Kit lmat .Goal ie)  
Scott Long (Terrace) 
Morgan Buts (Smlthere) 
Cory Croft (Hazelton) 
Cop/McKay  (Terrace) 
Wade Kennedy : (Terrace) 
Craig. Prevost (Terrace) 
J e f f  Mathewe ': 1 (Tefface) 
Brad Harnett (Kitlmat) 
Mike SaOnders - (Kitlmat) 
Mike SanGha (Kitlmat) 
ROTARY BLUE 
Conrad Lizotte (Terrace - Goalie) 
Top three teams - -  . . . . .  .~ : ~,. ,:.,:: -.. ..... , .~Jassle Osoi Tutu 
(1) Braves. (2) Terrace White,  (3)Rotary.White. ~. DUetirt Rutsatz 
'Rob  Karpyshyn 
~:': :'"' ' " ; ' r '. !~i :::: - ; Wesley Kinney 
. . . .  _ ~.~=:: -" .'.% ~ , ' : .  :~.:..,~ .: ~ -. Jeremy Davls 
'•:~ ': ' : :.: =,:.:•:!!•. "~: i~ ~ :i!,:::i:~./? ~/;!~.~.;::~;~i~ :: :;:'~ ' Mark Tevee 
- ' ~ " . ~;~, .~.~ ~ : , ~:~;~ '~ DerekGlege 
.... ~ : / !  :i :! :!~::i:ii:i~!;•i:i~!!, i/::.:"i:: ':•";ii' : /~-  (:;lint Ferrettl 
ATOM HOCKEY,TOURNAMENT 
• TEAM ROSTERS 
ROTARY WHITE .:. 
(Smither8. Goalie 
rerrace) " 
Smithere) 
Kitlmat) 
Terrace) 
Terrace) 
Terrace) 
Kltlmat) 
KItlmat) 
Kitlmat) . 
Terrace) 
,' 7 '  :~ / : . ' .  " " 
. .  _ , :  . .  
WINGS TRAVEL - " -  
Ryan Fenwlck (Terrace ;,Goalie) 
Braden Robertson (Terrace) 
Mike Vendermullen (Terrace) ' 
Randy Urbanoweki (Kltlmat) 
Damn Chaluplak : (Terrace) 
Jeremy Striker (Terrace) 
Nathan Medleros ~ (Kltimat) 
Adam Zaherko (K i t lmat)  
Joay Scrivens (K i t lmet) .  
Vinos Erlkee~ (Hazelton) 
, . .  . . 
Devon Vanhulle 
Sandy Sangha 
Cord Armstrong 
Jarret McCabe 
Mai;k Dhaml 
David. Vennan 
James Fllzk 
Ray Francis 
• sonny Bute 
David Bretherlck 
Jason Wamer 
Ryan Watson 
Davld HlgGlnson 
Warren Clermont 
Roddle Mclnnes 
Tyler Gibson 
Jason BilllnGs!ey 
Scott F lame 
Craig Johanoon 
Terry Smith 
Greg 6pooner 
Steven Vennan 
• Brett Rumley 
Jeff Dlbblns 
Yroy GaGnon 
, . i  " j 
. .:.~:.~(Terraoe) '. 
o ~. (KIt!mat)- 
(Terra,:e) 
" (Ter race)  
(Terrace) 
(Terrace) 
" (Kitlmat) 
(Kitlmat) 
(Kltimat) 
TERRkCE WHITE 
(Terrace - Goalie) 
(Terrace) 
(Kltlmat) 
(Terrace) 
(Terrace) 
(Terrace) 
I Kitlmat) Kltlmat) 
(Hazelton) 
TERRACE GREEN 
(Terrace - Goalie) 
(Terrace) 
(KIUmat) 
(Hazelton) 
Pawitter Nirwan (Terrace) 
Terrace Munson (Terrace) 
Chdetopher  Woodward (Terrace) 
Gerry PeJskl i (Terrace) 
.Brian Wamaoaka (Kltlmat) 
Chris Freeman .(Kltlmat) 
TERRACE ORANGE 
terrace • Goalie) 
terrace) 
Kltlmat) 
Hazelton) 
retrace) 
terrace) 
. . . . .  " 4azelton) .. 
1 " . " " (Itlmat) 
,.,, .~ Kitlmat) 
:!~ ~, : : , :  iKItlmat) 
., :/:~:,.":i ~Srnithers) 
- ] [ I I 
~ :  . .~ ,~Z ~ - 
Andrew PoJar 
' i Acomplete  persona l i zed  
. . . .  Insurance  Agency  fo r  
Home * Li fe • F i re  
r" ; .  
• Boot * Bus iness  
. . . . . .  I I i ,  |111 I / ] 
I , , ,AUTHORIZED AQEHT_ s 
Danny Ennla 
Scott SprinGer 
Flyen Mlddleten 
Kelcey Hidber 
Darrln Slims • , .- 
Rabble MaoLeod ' 
Ion Kelly ~ :,,,,-=~ 
Ronnle Culll8 : .:. ,,:.,,. 
Sponsored by..... 
0 (1 '  " 
Come In to  our  o f f i ce  a t  ~ 
4648 Lake lse  Ave . ,  Ter race  
Phone 638.8581 
• ! / 
. ' . , - . . ,  . - .~  ,"  . ' .  • .  + . ,  . " ,  , - _ '~;  : . • . . ,  . - ; . 
mixes teams 
i l ' Ten minor hockey atom divi- - -  " . ' . . i ; :  . . . . . .  ...... 
,am..over.t , re. .day.r ,od , , - ,  ,, 
last week at the annual ,friend- ,,;: i:~. -- 
ship', tournamentat theTerrace • ::~ ,~  ~.~:~,.:~: - -- ~ i!i 
Arena. " - " ~ ---. ! 
In past years, each community I j ~ ",,',~i~,'i I 
had one, two or three,teams 
made: up of. all hometown 
players. • However, this year 
youngsters from Kitimat, 
Smithers and Hazelton were 
mixed in with Terrace boys to 
make up teams with lads from 
all ~:ommunities. 
19899- i '  . .  . 
.They were split into five-team 
divisions for round,robin play 
(20 games) over the first two 
days. On the last day, teams 
played the team ~ from the other 
division that finished in the same 
position after four contests. 
When it was all over, the team 
labelled 'Bravos' came out on 
top to collect mini-trophies for 
first place. The 'Terrace White' 
team wound up in second •place, 
• whilethe 'Rotary White' team 
took third place. All three of the 
top squads went home with mini 
awards. 
A/special trophy for the best 
goaltender was presented to 
Kitimat,s Gerald Baldo. 
.; The final point standings, plus 
all. the game'scores and lists of 
players (and home town) on 
each team can be  found in this 
week's ports scoreboard. 
~, 
Thomhlll Junior High School's junior 'B' girls' team• has a lot of games to play when the Northwest zone resumes 
this mOnth. They posed for us just before the Christmas break. 
Big win for K ermodes in Coquitlam 
tories were wins over fifth-rated 
Pitt Meadows Marauders and 
second-rated Maple Ridge 
Ramblers. 
The final game for all the 
marbles put Kermodes up 
against the Ramblers --  a team 
that had run up 13 wins in a row, 
including some against U.S. 
squads. 
Maple Ridge gained a 49-47 
lead at the half, but Kermodes 
roared back mainly on Dave 
Terrace Caledonia Kermode 
boys gav e hometown basketball 
fans a Christmas present last 
week by winning the 16-team 
Centennial Christmas Basketball 
Tournament at Coquitlam in 
four straight games. 
It was a super show by the 
eighth-ranked Kermodes, who 
should moveup thetop-ten B.C, 
high school~senior boys' list of 
the best in the province due to 
this title. 
Included in their string of vie- 
Top .curling event in Prince-. Rupert 
t 
draw and possible xtra game on 
the 30th. Closing ceremonies de, 
pend on whether an extra draw 
is needed. The windup banquet 
is 7 p.m. on the 30th. 
Teams are currently playing 
off for zone titles. Our zone and 
District Four finals are Jan. 6 to 
• 8 at Vanderhoof. 
hold workouts on the 26th, then 
attend opening ceremonies at 6 
p.m. The first draw in this com- 
plete round-robin playdown]s at 
7 p.m. 
Two more draws are set for 
Friday the 27th, then three on 
the 28th. Sunday the 29th has 
two draws, followed by•the final 
.~: The major curling event of 
this Season is coming up the end 
of this month at Prince Rupert. 
It's the 1989 B.C. Scott Tour- 
nament of Hearts --emblimatic 
Of the ladieS' B.C. champion- 
ship at the Prince Rupert Curl- 
ing Club from Jan. 26 to 30. 
Plans call for all 10 teams to 
" / ~i"~'"""i" / ' ~ '  "/' ?" , I,.~ ~J ' ~ \"~>~~i:~;"i  ' .... " '~ ~'~,,~i!~~... ~ .* ,  i~ 
Skeena's junior 'A' boys, are so strong this season that they've been ranked in the top 10 
best basketball squads for the province. They have several games lined up staffing this 
• month, • 
Hogg's superb 41-point effort 
and took the title• with an 89-83 
victory. Hogg's performance 
earned him a place on the tour- 
nament's first all-star team. 
Steve Dewacht, who missed 
out on all-star honors, helped in 
scoring with 15 points. Talented 
guard John Favela, who had 13 
points, won a place on the sec- 
ond a]l-starteam. . . . . .  • 
Another Kermode --  Amie 
Pelletier --  played a steady 
series to gain a place.with Favela 
on the number two squad. 
Kermodes opened the tourney 
last Wednesday by going on a 
scoring spree and beating 
unranked New Westminster 
Hyacks 110-95. Hogg was high 
man with 31 points, while 
Dewacht came through with 27 
and Jackie Brown added 14. 
Game two put them into the 
quarter-finals aga inst  the 
dangerous Pitt Meadows crew 
with their 13-and-3 win-loss 
record. Kermodes, who were six- 
and-one against high school op- 
ponents •before Coquitlam, sur- 
prised the Marauders by going 
ahead 50-47 at the hand and held 
the lead to come out with an 
88-84 victory. 
Hogg again paced Kermodes 
in scoring with a 2?-point effort, 
Dewacht chipped in with" 23 
while Favela had 16. 
This put them into the semi- 
finals against Nechako Valley's 
Vanderhoof Vikings - -  a team 
Kermodes had defeated 78-75 
earlier in December. 
The Vikings were paced by 
foi:mer Tei~ace Skeena Tsinip :~ 
scan star Chris Brinneni Brin- 
nen, who averaged 30 points a 
game in this tourney, was named 
most valuable player when it was 
all over. 
Against Kermodes, Brinnen 
had 31 points. However, that 
wasn't good enough as Ker- 
modes posted an 84-73 win and 
moved into the championship 
game. Hogg was held to 19 
points, while Pelletier counted 
18 and Andy Davis had 14. 
Hogg, who is rapidly develop- 
ing into one of B.C.'s top 
graduating prospects, averaged" 
29.2 points a game in this series. 
Next on the schedule for Ker- 
modes is this weekend when they 
head to Vanderhoof to give 
Brinnen and company a third 
shot at spoiling Kermode's cur- 
rent 10'win, one-loss record. 
! I I I I I 
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The annual Caledonia grads' basketball  tournament was a 
final game, we gathered most of the more than 70 men's players for a group photo. 
Coming events in sports 
Freestyle ski playoffs for on this weekend., Terrace is 
Zones 7 and 8 of the B.C. hosting• the Zoqe 6 men's 
Winter Games are on this corn- playoffs from Friday to Sunday. 
ing Saturday and Sunday at Interior playdown~ifor ijunior 
Prince George's Tabor Moun- men run from the ~th~to 10th at 
rain. Phone Joey Gervais at Cranbrook..The ladies' District 
563-6957 to enter. Four playdowns are being held 
A power-skating course under at Vanderhoof this Friday to 
the sponsorship of the Terrace Sunday. The junior ladies have 
Figure Skating Club runs-tills their District:Four-.series atthe 
Friday to March 3 at the arena, same time at Houston. 
It's for seven-to.nine-year-olds. •Curling fans are reminded 
Phone Kelly at 635-5133 to that Prince Rupert will host the 
register. B.C. ladies" 'Scott Tournament 
Several curling playdowns are of Hearts' from Jan. 26 to Jan. 
30 at the Rupert Curling Club. 
The 10 best teams in the prov- 
A n 0 t h e r ince will compete fern berth in 
national finals at Kelowna in 
Smith ers February. . The Kitimat Cross-Country 
w r e s t I e r Ski Club has two items this week 
- -  1.) tonight at 7:30 in room 
two at Kitimat's Northwest 
" , ' r . . "  • . .  • • 
" . ' "•L  ¸  =~[  
huge success just before Christmas. Following the 
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Another Smithers High Community College, there's an : ~ . . . .  ~i:~i ~:~: :/"~~i ..... : .,! ~:~ 
School athlete is adding to the introduction to all aspects of the :::.:~::,~::: ~: ,*~::~ . . . . . .  ::~,,:.:~i:::: 
• :~. ~ • ::,, ~ . . . .  . ..:::.::.. . <: .,~<~-. 
success tory of B.C: wrestling, sport. Call Cheryl at 632-4359 .~:~:,~:.~,:: :::::~, .... :~ ~:  
Eighteen-year-old Cam for information; 2.) an in- ~::~:~::::~:::~ ...... :~ ~:~ ............ 
, Johnston is following in the termediate l velski; tour to the 
• footsteps of former Smithers' " Dahl Creek area is planned for Throe teams o# ¢urmnt and past Kermodes played on the girls' side of the annual grads' 
.athletes like Craig Roberts, Saturday starting at 10 a.m. at basketball tournament at Caledonia high school just prior to Christmas. We got most of 
Heath Bolster and Darryi Simp- the Chamber of Cqmmerce. For them in this picture after the final game. 
son byattending, Simon. Fraser information, phone Jim at 
University. He trains and com- 6 3 2 - 6 0 5 5 .  rmmmmmmm,mmmm~,/~~. .~.~.msmmm 1 
petes out of the school's ha-. • • ,-.• ~... :. 
tional center for wrestling. Rainbitds 4th at. Vernon . .  
SFU Clansmen ~coach Mike ' . ' ~- • 
Jones says Johnston is a pleas- . • " • • •~ ~' • 
ant surprise. "We thought it The Prince Rupert Rainbirds 77-73.win with Phillipson seer- • • ' ' ~ 
would take a little longer for played three top-10 ranked ing 23, and Jarosch and Den- 1 
Cam t° find success at °ur teams just pri°r t° Christmas' nis°n getting 20 each" Westsyde I [...~,N h f Z ~ ~ , ~ ~  I 
level," Jones said, "but he's but couldn't come up with a win was an un-ranked team. 
really come on strong." against anyofthem. . .  Next was sixth-rated New ORT ERN ~ ~  ! 
As a freshman wrestler, First, i twasan  exhibitnon Westminster in the semi-finals. ! MOTOR ~ 
Johnston findstheonlydifficui- triple ~ 'AAA' senior gnrls' The Birds'• big three ran into i ~ ~ ~  ";o ° ~ I I  I i 
ty in :the transition from high basketball game at North Van's foul troubles near the end and . " 
sch°°l t° university wrestling is Winds°r' the number °ne" then w°und uP l°sing 66"52' In I ~ '~ l~ l~[ :~ I ° ~ #  ~'  ! 
making the weight, ranked team in B.C. scoring it was Jarosch with 16, E ""0" 
He has to squeeze into the The seventh-rated Birds ran Denmson with 14and Phillipson ' " 
i34-pound class, but it hasn't up an early 32-16 lead, but with 12. CATCh4 THI~ ACTION 
stopped him from.early success. 
His record stands at 14 wins 
andfive iolses,, including a vic- 
tory at the PaclficLutheran l.n- 
vitational and runnerup m 
another major series. Johnston 
was a 1987 weight-class cham- 
pion in:high school, and placed 
fifthat the Canadian junior ha- 
Windsor came back to win in the • 
final minute by a 68-64 score. 
Rainbirds got 19 points from 
Nina Phillipson, and 16 each 
from Susie Jarosch and Audrey 
Dennison, 
Then it was on to Vernon for 
an eight-team tournament, 
They opened against Kam- 
.loop'S Westsyde and-pulled off a 
Their last game-  a playoff 
for third and fourth - -  saw them 
whipped 84-57 by third-ranked 
Vernon. This gave them fourth 
place. Audrey had 20 points; 
Nina.16 and Susie 10. Susie was 
named to the all-star team. New 
Westminster won the tourna- 
ment, 
Visit the Northern Motor Inn, for 
nightly .entertainment. Come to . 
where the ACTION Is.. 
3086 Hwy. 16 East 
. . . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  I i  * Inn  . . . . . .  " ' /  " f  I f " " -  I 
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STANDARD 
: LETTER 
: : : . ,  MAIL " %o Over30 
..... , grams 
CANADA, ' 
U.S.A. .  
INTERNATIONAL 
I = . . ; , i 
upto 
up to so 3o  
grams, grams 
59¢ 480 
Over 30  
upto lOO 
..grams 
76¢ 48¢ 
oveas,zE: :::,: i,,lon:s:'r~i,,io~no 
• U~(~o. Over30 
up to 50 
grams grams 
59¢ 
98¢/ . ,^  .,, 
Over 20'" (~"  ' 4 
up to 50 grams ~ i = I 
~11 I 
54¢ 
, 76¢ i 20 
Complete ratecharts are available from your local Post Office. 
oversize mul Non,Standard letter ates .:r "." . " - / :  ; - .  
: : ~ The Oversize Rate applies to any letter mail that exceeds the maxilum 
standard size listed below. For Business Mail (metered or postal permio the N0n, 
standard :Rate applies to letter m~ ~.under the minimum standard size, and to 
i:~,:]ettersWhich d0:not include the reczplent's c0rrect posta 1 Code: 
)WS: 
150ram (5~"): x 255 ~:7(i0")* 
90 mm (3~") X140 mm 
5 mm PAd) 
9:140 mm (5V/')× 245 mm (9~") 
MOVE YOUR MAIL 
FASTER. IT'S EASY 
AS 1-2-3! 
, '  ' : : : i : -  C ' :~: ' .  
- .h .  : :~ .  L"  . . . .  : "  t 
SERVICES 
CIAL NEEDS. 
/ /  
,:Post/ 
EMS Cou~erTM:i~: :i~! 
When speed is of the essence, you can : 
count on the country's most extensive cou- 
rier network- with next business day delivery 
between.major Canadian centres. Our pre, 
paid convenience Envelopes and Packs can 
save you time and money too! Contact your 
local Post Office for more information. 
Regtatered Mail 
Registered Mail gives you maximum 
: security., with legal proof of marling and 
, . , . , , ,  indemmty cove.rage of $100 included, 
ter indemnity coverage of up to 
:knowledgement of receipt can 
for an extra charge. 
~ / ,. . . . .  =.._. 1st Class postage 
• ! ~ii:i::~:::ii:~:i:'{:~:::i: Certified Mail 
......... ~- Certified Mail gives you proof that your 
, itemw~ received. Signed proofof delivery is 
• automatically returned to you, and the Post 
1. Write the address clearly (or better 
yet, print it in capital letters). Make sure 
,.... ~..,..~ .........., correct, and print it clearly as the last item 
• . .  " l ' t  
~;::':" Of the address, at least 19 mm (.¼) above the bottom of the envelope. 
• " ,  - , : .  ~ ~ 
: ~ ,:' :,~ :: 2. Include your return address with the postal code. This helps oth- 
er~ obtain your code and ensures a prompt return of your letter if, for any 
.~ reason, it cannot be delivered. 
5. Afitx the correct postage. Refer to the table above and use the correct 
postage. Mail ",v=th insufficient postage will be returned to you and themiss- 
i ingamount will have to be added. ....... .., ._ 
Office also keeps a copy. Certified Mail Kits 
are available at all Post Offices. 
$1.55 - plus applicable postage 
Watch for the "Postage Guide '89" 
coming soon in your mail. Keep ithandy 
and refer to it whenever you use the 
mail. It will help you get the most from 
Canada Postl 
TM-  Pdortty Post/EMS Courier is a registered 
mark of Canada POSt corporationi • ~ 
~; CANADA POST CORPORATION 
!., !~,~?/ Our ¢ornrnitment: better service for you, 
~ . . . .  
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I 
PRO.TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEER!HG,,o,,,-o,+,o,,,-+,,,,-.o., 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE - -  T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 
Appliances 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SAllU.UTE T.V. 
635'51341i 
4511} LAKELSE, •TERRACE 
i 
• , o : ~ i ¸ "  . ' , : ,  . , . :  
your complete: ; ,  
SOurce far all I :! 
your heat/ng ". i~ 
needs, :. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd, 
., 5239 Keith.Ave., .Terrace- 635.7158 k- 
® 
Independent 
Skin Core and Makeup Consultant 
For a complimentary skin care and makeup consultation 
Please Call (604) 635:2584 
P.O. Box 45-3609 Larch Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 4A2 
~'//~~ 2803 KenneY Stree' 
Terrace, B.C, i 
. , , . CHANGES ~- Wol fe Tannins System 
O ,~e,~V" ,I LANZA product; . Phone {or an al)l~oinhne0~l 
635-9666 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
.m 
i -'-T- 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
sss-:xlee 
_~ Terrace ~ ~ [ HI.QUALIT'~Y BELTING & I CONTRACTING SERVICES 
• ~~=~-"~'~-" - "  -~ , ,nfiPtable__Boat Repairs 
Tree Trimmnng I ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ' - /  I I Durable High Quality 
I ~S0~LN_B mS l i Vulcanizing Repairs 
Will cut down any tree! ~ I ~ "  ,6,~,_,.o~.~.s I J ~HA-3-& 4 WH|ELE_IIS . I I ' We sp.ecialize in Conveyor belt 
"SAFELY" J ~ A - I ~ M E l l  PIIODUCTS . I I instollat,ons,, splicing, and  repairs 
~reP  i ~_,_ o~:~ .......... , . . .  mc,, I I vulcanizing and pulley YOUR protoction'~lr I SH INDAIWA CHAIN SAWS= . . . . . . . . . .  ,. logging 
S| #OO0#00O liability 
.5-74oo'°" JL ~ ~ ~  .,,u60re,o Avo,. Terrace !'re race 1 6.-mO~ ',, ,-,OU. S,:,~V,C' m, 
'•• • ~ Rust Protection for Review ~ .~  635-7840 ~ New and Used Vehicles • 
This spo t could 
~ i~~ be yours. 
t ' I i¢  
~-=.  | !  Industrial 
Commercial & 
~~;If you're satisfied, tell others Residential 
. . .  it not . . ,  t * .  us:"  638-1876 
RaN or AL 4918 Greig Ave. Nathan Woddell - Electrical Cont ractor  
Terrace, B.C.V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 4931. Lozelle Ave.. Terrace 
I 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
, TYPING 
, VOICE PAGERS,  PHOTOCOPYING 
,24 ,HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
Hi,, 638-8195 | 
-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B,C., V8G 2N4 
i 
Jan's PhoLo Graphi~ 
I 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 11)9 
O 
-- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices ore VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 19011 
4440 Lakolse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638'1168 
i 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 535-5288 
Res. 63S-$S44 
Laundromat & Carwash 
' .F-,~, Open 8:30 - 10:30 daily 
x.,.. f ' ,  27ol s. K=.m 655-6180 ,, I °I 
1 
: , ,%,  
~ Sales and Service for 
6nowmoblloe, Madne 8uppllos .... • ..... ~ n"" .  ] ~ . r " " n 
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT ' ~: 
SALES IP  L TD., 
SKIDOO 4441 LJkelse Ave.. Terrace Ph. 63,~6384. 
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' ~GERALD KING: Looks like 
:, guaranteed j obs .  
A group of long-term welfare 
rec|p!ents inTerrace are going to 
- get a chance to get out of the 
poverty cycie and into :a new 
type of work that's expected to 
) ,~'.. 
""~ bein:great dmand .in the com-- 
• .ing years. - 
The  Terrace -Anti-Poverty 
Group got Word last week that 
their concept for a program: to 
train GAIN recipients ~ as bull- 
cooks,(camp maintenance work- 
ers), has, gotten,, approval from 
• Canada Employment and Immi- 
. gration. Anti-Poverty :: Group 
:.administrator Gerald King said 
14 people will start hecourse On 
Jan. 16. 
King, said the program begins 
with work experience provided 
by local employers in the restau- 
rant and janitorial businesses. 
,That component wil l  be fol' 
lowed: by.- 300. hours of training 
at(Northwest Community Col- 
lege. 
The college portion will in- 
clude lifeskills, food handling 
.... Promote, advertise 
' to  attract customers 
;>: So far in these, columns, we have 
: =::,.. .discussed how to obtain retail financing, 
: :  how to price merchandise and how to ".. :~. 
• •:~  .:. manage inventory. But the right financ- 
v:..;>. ing, competitive pricing and inventory 
>- control, as essential s they are to retail- 
? 
ing succes~T'ar~not in themselves suf f i -  
cient to assure that success. 
The retailer has ~/lso to know how to 
attract and retain customers. The more 
customers the business has, the more 
by Phil Hartl, "successful it will be - -  always providing,' 
Manager, To,race - of Course, thatthe othei" requirements of 
Federal Business sound retail management are also met. 
DevelopmentBank The needto attract and retain 
customers seems o obviom that one could well ask why even 
: discuss it. Suffice it to say that too many retailers assume that all 
.they have to do is to open their doors and the customers will find 
their way through them. . . . .  
They won't, not in times like these or, for that matter, at any 
other time. 
i To attract and retain customers, the retailer must know how to 
'continually promote the advantages tocustomers of dealing With 
his or her operation in preference to dealing with competitors. 
The retailer must also know how to complement promotion with 
advertising. 
Before we discuss the ways to promote a retail business, and 
how, when and what to advertise, let's look first at consumer 
psychology, one of the foundation stones on which promotion 
and advertising are built. 
Why do people buy? Essentially to satisfy needs. They maybe 
the basic needs for survival like food and Clothing. They may be 
luxury needs like jewelery. They may be impulse needs, the needs 
suddenly created by price or some other appeal which can't be 
resisted. 
These categories of needs are conditioned by the character of 
society and the personality of the individual, The ever-changing 
but inter-related desires for security, status, recognition and 
satisfaction are what determines needs and the way people re- 
spond to them. 
Consumer psychology is a broad and complex subject. 
Volumes have been written about it. We can't do'more here than 
make retailers aware of its importance. 
Think back to a recent large purchase of your own as a 
customer. Suppose it was a new suit or dress, to replace on that 
Was worn out. You were satisfying a basic need. But why did you 
choose one particular suit or dress over another? Because, you 
might say, it was the latest style. Doesn't hat also translate into 
a desire for recognition? You might have, said you bought what 
you did because it was top quality. Doesn't that translat e into a 
desire for status? 
The reasons people give for buying what they dome not 
always the real reasons. A retailer needs to recognize and allow 
for this in promoting services and advertising merchandise. The 
retailer also has to know who his customers are. We'll discuss 
that in our next column. .. 
. . . . . • . . 
and.kitchen orientation, driver 
training, introduction to com- 
puters, retail Purchasing, Super- 
Host, survival and first aid skills 
and camp attendant training. 
After the college section pro- 
gram participants will be placed 
in remote logging, mining.and 
.construction camps for further 
on-the-job experience. 
The entire program will com- 
prise 560 hours of  instruction 
and wor k experience over•a peri- 
od of 20weeks~: ...... 
People Who qualify to enter 
the course must havebeen on 
social assistance .for a minimum 
of eight months. King said they 
will be taken off GAIN and paid 
a training incentive of $7.50 per 
hour with funding provided by 
the CEIC. The total program 
cost  to the federal government, 
he said, will be $90,009. 
King said local welfare rolls 
show about 1,600 people receiv- 
ing benefits, many of whom are 
children. He estimated .that 
about 400 people could benefit 
from the program and hopes 
that a successful first, program 
will be followed by others. 
" I 'm happy to be a part of 
this," King stated, adding that 
the launch of this program is the 
culmination of five years work 
for him in the Anti-Poverty 
Group. Without the support of. 
local businesses and individuals, 
he said, the group would have 
never survived. 
"With all 'the mining activity 
ar6iind ..... he'f~,".it looks like 
guaranteed jobs for anyone who 
takes this course," King said. 
Certified Dets Processor 
With this first issue of  the New Year, the Terrace Reviewis 
pleased to welcome Rainer Oiannelia to our pages as a regular 
weekly columnist. ' . . . . .  
Rainer came to Terrace ~two and a half years ago to start up 
and manage a new program for Northwest Community College: a 
Mobile Computer Centre Since that time he.has become familiar 
to numerous businesses and other organizations •throughout the 
region as the man who helped get them started on computers or 
upgraded their abilities iaith the mysterious machines. 
N.ow he's established his own computer consulting business, 
and we're happy that he's also decided to share his expertise with 
our readers. Weicome aboard, Rainer. 
Hi. In attempting toenhance the look of my.resume, I've 
decided that "columnist" has a nice ring to it. So I'm goingto 
indulge in that ego-gratifying experieme of trying to see my 
Words end up in print and hope my editors will understand and 
forgive. 
More seriously, computer Usage has been growing at a 
phenomenal rate in the Northwest, especially over the past two to 
three years. During that time as I travelled extensively around the 
region with the Mobile Computer Centre, I was often asked 
similar types of questions regardless of whether I Was in Stewart, 
or Houston, or the Charlottes, or even in Terrace. 
The beginning business users typically always wanted to have 
simple answers to questions such as -- is brand x computer bet- 
ter than brand y? where's the best place to buy?. should I even 
consider a computer in the firs~ place?: what should I get the 
kids? once I've got it, what can I do with it?.and so on... 
Some of the answers to these questions inay apply similarly to 
a number of people, other answers may just-be for a particular 
person. So what I've decided to do is to write a weekly computer 
advice column where I'll first try to deal with common concerns 
of  the beginning business user, and then later broaden the em- 
phasis to include things uch as sofiware reviews and discussion 
of particular problems resulting from readers' requests. 
So next week we'll start with some basic questions such as 
whether or not to buy? where to buy? what to buy? 
And please, letters will be greatly appreciated, either with sug-.. 
gestions for new topics, or a different point of'view. Please ad- 
dress those t(~ COMPUTALK, c/o the Terrace Review, 4535. ,  
Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. VgG IM7. 
takes Nowadays, it 
• a slightly different touch 
to reach some 
Terrace area telephones. 
Until now, 
all Terrace 
~eate le -  
phones were in the 635- 
exchange. 
To meet growing needs in 
the region, however, 
B.C.Tel has added a 
new and separate xchange. 
It's 638-. 
With the addition Of 
asecond exchange, we ask 
you to be just a little more 
careful when dialing 
Ifyoure 
not sure 
which exchange you want to 
call, check your phone book 
or call Information. 
We're growing with 
Terrace. And our new 638- 
exchange isone more 
example of B.CTel's 
on-going commitment to 
provide quality service 
to all res idents of  B . C . .  
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M i l Is Ave. 
b lic Works: h 
in the 5100 nine residents complaining of an 
ill disappear, open ditch which was a "poten- 
sometime next year. Terrace city tial hazard". The water level in 
council has accepted a Public the ditch on the north side of 
Works Committee recommen- Mills Ave. has at times exceeded 
dat ionto include funds :in its 
1989 budget to install culvert 
and fill in the ditch. In,addition, 
administration has been asked to 
prepare stimates for paving this 
section of Mills Ave. and Apple 
six feet. This, they say, presents 
a potential danger to children in 
the area as well as residents 
Whose driveways cross the ditch. 
Also included lathe petition was 
a request for paving the western 
and  has been a "longstanding 
problem" that must be cleared 
up. " I t 's  goingto get f'Lxed,'" she 
.says. 
A water problem in another 
part of town may also'be ad- 
dressed by the 1989 • budget. 
Flooding has been a problem for 
Weber Ave. residents for some 
time and council• has asked ad- 
ministration to make Cost 
Bill:/Have-you noticed, Sid, that as one gets older, we haven Httie i : ~'-~ 
bit of a hearing problem? My wife says ihat she has t6re~t /~ ~ :/~ 
things, but I think she doesn't spea k ioudlyenou'gh.: MaYi~e : ~ . 
• she's right, though. I guess our senses do get abit dull as we : . . . . . . .  
get a little older. . .  -. : ' . 
Sid:, Bill,neveradmit yourwife is'right; yes, our hearingand,see- - -  
ing might not be as good, but we stillsmell the same. ...... 
- . , . "  
Bill: Speaking,0f getting older, I heard of this farm worker who . .  
just loved working out he farm just like his father didandhis . . . . .  
grandfather, too. By  the way, his. grandfatherlwas in the " . 
• cavalry during the First World War. But the young fellow Icy= . :~ 
edto  bring m the hay on a hot summer'sdaY and thenhavea 
St. 
The decision is the result of a 
- November petitio n signed by 
portion of Mills Ave. estimates, for correcting the nice long drink from a cool streamthat flowed through the 
Alderman Ruth Halleck says situation for consideration i the ~ meadow. As I said, though, he was getting older and was 
the ditch is "very dangerous" 1989budget. , /: beginning to think,about he Opposite sex. In fact, he had 
January jots: events in history 
~mpl!ed by T0m Taggart  
,lan~ ;~ | : .  New Year's Day (since 1582) (event of the month) .  • - 
::~,~:/~: .: ~ Time .Magazine selects Joe Stalin as ."Man of the Year".. (1942). ~ 
Independence Day, Cuba (1959). -~ 
jan.  ~ 3: Birth of  Marcus Tillius Cicero (106 BC), RomanOrat0r-stateSmarL 
. . . . .  Territory of Alaska admitted as 49th American state (1959). . 
Jail, ~ 4: Birth of Sir Isaac Newton, astronomer-mathematician (t642). 
, Birth of Abbie Hoffman; American Yippie-Hippie leader (1937). ture on the way to the road .that ,would lead 
Jan. ' 7: USAF Capt. Mandell flies .F-SI to20,000 ft. pursuing UFO, never returns (1948). /:<ilili~i i:.i~i~i~i~:i~himdownto the next fa rmandto  HERI The closer he got, 
Jan. 8: Birth' of Elvis (the Pelvis) Presley (1935), aka the "King of Rock 'n' Roll. ~ i >ii!~ii<~:~ .i : !§!~iiiltlie~m0reexcited he,becameandthe fasterheran.Well,by the 
" : ' co lr n n m monstr tors 1 5 ' ~~::i/)~~~'~/:~fime/thefarmbuildingscameintosig h~hewasai lalatherand Jan. 9: Bloody Sunday. Tsar str  ps fi eupo u ar ed de a ( 90 ) . .~ /~  .,/,.i ~ ,/ ;  . . . . .  _ ~ • _ - 
"Children of Light" religious sect await Armageddon ear Vancouver (1954), ,,,~,~i.; ,'~;:;-: :'~~=.:-.:. squinting• in the morning sun tO see if he could get a glimpse 
Jam. 10 Extral Extral Tom P~ine's "Common Sense" hits streets in America (1776). =- be she would•be outside basking in the sun. As he 
Birth of the Poet, Robinson Jeffers ( 1 8 8 7 ) . . .  the farm, he slowed down because he had tO ap- 
. . . .  1st Session of the United Nations General Assembly convenes in London (1946), ; had just happened along. Besides that, he was a 
~:, ~ mature mate and must appear dignified. Suddenly he.saw her 
Jan. 13: Bolivia: Lights out for Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1909). ~ ~ : and~atthe same time, she spotted him. They approached each 
Jam.} 1$: German police neutralize revolutionaries Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknechl other ,with caution and with much curiosity, But she appeared 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Martin Luther King, Jr. Day/USA (traditional). nervous and uneasy and our friend soon found out why. Sud- 
Lazaro Castro hikes across icepack from Alaska to Siberia (1987). ~ ,~ deniy, from behind the barn came her boyfriend and he was 
Jan. 16: FBI ~ns  down Kate (Me) Barker and youngest son, Freddie_ (1935). madl So Without evenas much as a "Hi ,  Babe," he was off 
Jan. 17: Birth of Benjamin Franklin (1706), inventor, journalist, statesman. :: .i~:~;:~i:,~ and  running with the boyfriend in hot pursuit. He even 
Birth of the author, Anton Chekhov (1860). ~':.r~/i:~: • : jumped a fence, which was pretty good for a 19-Year-old 
ai# (19 ) bomber dumps four, nuclear bombs near Palomares, p . ; horse! 
• Cr~h of U.S. B=52 Gary ( ) r/ibr~ (.i'977). Sid: A horsel > ~ .... ~:~ Capitalpimislimeiit returns tb.U~S, gratis of Let s Do Itf ~Gil !i: .... ~!~ ~; "~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ............ ~' ~~ " 
Jan. 18: Birth of the orator-statesman, Daniel Webster (1782), .... : " ~ Bill: Gotcha, hey, Sid. It's nice to.come downto the Legion and 
Jan. 19: Birth of the general, Robert E. Lee (1807). .~ : -~ ~ ~ :~ : enjoy.people's company andhavea laugher two.ThiSis what 
Jan. 20: Birth of the poet, Edgar Allan Poe (1809). ~: " - belonging is all about.. We can always find someone to listen 
Birth of the author, Eugeny 7_amyatin (1884) to our problems and give ussound advice. 
Jan. 21: Lights out for "The Sun ~ng" ,  Louis XIV, Yea, like my wife. She always gives sound advice - -  99 per- 
Death (1924) of Ulyanov aka Lenin, Russian cent sound and one percent advice. 
FULL MOON, 1989. Well, Sid, here's some advice:We have to find a new public 
George Orwell finds big brother (1950). relations person. Our present one is to be assigned new duties 
Jan. 22 Birth of Francis Bacon (1561), philosopher-essayist. / so he .won't be listening in on our conversations. 
"Gwas InglubiI" Chief Cetewayo and 20,000 Zulus massacre Brit trooPs i1879!;~.,~: Sid: Oh, well. I guess he has to get experience inother parts of this 
U.S. cruise missile crash lands at Primrose Lake, Alberta(1986). i i iii~i~i-!, i i i i i i i i~ 'organization~His jokes were pretty corny anyway. .  
3an, ~3: North Korean gunboats captureU.S, spy ship "Pueblo" (1968). 
i 
I Jan. 24: Jim Marshall finds gold on South Fork of American River, California (1848). , Co~i~g Events  
Jan. 25: Birth of the poet, and Son of Scotlan~l, Robert •Bums (1759). ~ ~, 
• Extra! Extra! Karl Marx's "Communist Manifesto" hits streets in Germany (1848). • . ~ 
Frederick Wells finds 3106 carat diamond in South Africa's Premier Mine (1905). ~.• : 
Jan. 2,6: Death (1979) of Nelson Rockefeller, survived by Megan Marshack, age 31 . .  " 
Jan. 27: Birth of Charles Dodgson aka Lewis Carroll, British author (1832). Saturday, January 7 - -  Branch 73 of theB.C.  Ol~}~ge 
Pensioners' OrganiZation WlII~ be holding a PanCake 
Jan. 28: Iceland becomes first nation to legalize abortion (1935). Breakfast from B a.m. to 11 a.m. at  the Happy Gang Cen- 
Need Another Seven Astronauts (1986); challenger space shuttle flames out. • treonKalum Street. " 
Jan. 29: Birth (1737) of Tom Paine, protagonist of American and French revolutions. Monday, January 9 - -  Sponsor the Terrace & Junior 
Jan. 30: Richard Lawrence attempts assassination (18.35) of U.S. Pres. Jackson, . . . . .  Chamber of Commerce for the event'of the Miss Terrace 
Assassination of Mohandas K. Gandhi, age 78, Indian pacifist, (1948). : '  =' ~ 1989 meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Inn of the West, room 
Jan. 31: Birth of the composer, Franz Schubert (1759). 318. 
Leon Trotsky banned from USSR (1929). Tuesday, January 10 --Terracevlew resident Yock Hing 
Vietnamese Tet Offensive blunts U.S. aggression (1968). Chow will turn 100 today. Terraceview Lodge will be  
celebrating with an open house from 2 to 3 p,m. and 
there will be plenty of birthday cake and coffee for 
O r d  everyone who wishes to attend. Chow was born in China Subscription er Form: in 1889, moved to Canada In 1909 and took up residency 
in Skeenavlew Lodge in 1953. 
• I-1 1 year  $24.00 L-_I 2 years ~ $45.00  Tuesday, January 10 - -  The public is invited to attend 
I-! Cheque [ ]  Money Order [ ]  'Master Card [ ]  Visa the next regular School Board meeting of School 
District No. 88 (Terrace) at 7:30 p.m. in the School Board 
office on Kenney Street in Terrace. 
Cord No. .. 
' Thursday, January 12 -- ATTENTION: Former 
Pleose send o sobscriptlon to: ~p,~ oo~. .. • employees of the "Home for Aged", "Skeenavlew" and 
Nun, "Skeenavlew Lodge" --  a further planning meeting for 
• ~,ms Mall o r  bring this form to: the :1989 Reunionwill be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Recrea- 
Ter race  Review tlon Room of the Senior Citizens' Complex on Tuck 
• Avenue. Kindly attend. For further Information, conta0t 
45,15 @rel l l  Avenue,  Rosemarle Fleming r(83'~985) or Marg Goodland 
m.~ ~o=~=J co~ Tur t le .  B.C.. Vii@ 1M7 (635-2388). 
i n  Ter roce  end  D is l rk t  $1~.00  __  . 
• S~mlo,rS out  o~ Term~ end D is#i~t  $1S.O0 . . . . .  . .  
~ ~ ~:: been  thinking about someone that he knew Slightly down ~ on 
• : i!~/~thenext farm. Well, one Sunday morning it dawned bright 
,?~i • and Surrey, • but itwas still cool because he was up really early. 
up at first, he tried to go back tO sleep.but he 
.'cause his mind was down on the next farm. 
hit the hay really early the night before. He 
dn't be working on a Sunday at the next farm 
e'd get an early start because it would take at 
get down there. Thedew was still on the grass 
,'d through the open gate for he marvelled at 
of water sparkling at his feet. He  quickly ' 
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student's view 
ding process due to their limited 
funds. Both types of sales come 
with a great many rules and 
regulations which must be f fo rest ry in B C followed. Companys with tree arm licences must build roads 
~ !:~ ii • .  and bridges~ which revert to the 
• Editor's note: The following 
essay was composed by Thorn- 
hil l  Junior Secondary School 
student Kim Rempel as an entry 
in a contest sponsored by the 
B.C. Truck Loggers" Associa- 
tion. It was judged to be one o f  
the best ten entries f rom 
throughout B.C. 
Introduction : 
Our forests. I believe it would" 
be impossible for any British 
Columbian to, imagine a world 
without forests. No person can 
go through an entire day without 
repeatedly reaching or coming 
into contact with an item derived 
directly from our forests. Im- 
agine your life without lumber 
for houses and furniture, RaYOn 
for clothing and vehicle tires. 
Plastics, cardboard boxes,. 
writing paper, newspaper, char- 
coal, tar, and creosote. Because 
of our ability to meet the needs 
of: prospective customers in the 
United Kingdom and other 
overseas nations, British Colum- 
bia has been very fortunate, in 
recent years, to acquire very 
lucrative orders from this part of 
theworld, bringing far more 
stability to the industry and a 
much brighter future because of 
the lessening dependency on the 
United States. 
Past History 
There is no doubt in my mind 
that the" pioneers, o f  our 
beautiful province would have 
scoffed at any suggestion to the 
effect that our forest lands 
would be in danger .o f  
diminishing to any great extent 
in the near future. In our part of 
-the world a tree takes from 
seventy to one hundred and 
twenty years to mature. So it is 
incredible when you realize that 
if reforestation had beenunder- 
taken alreadY, by the turn of the 
century, there• would be' thou, 
sands of hectares of sound, 
high-qualitylogs tobe harvested 
far more economicallythan the 
present day stands which might 
be transported, sometimes hun- 
dreds of miles, to the processing 
centers at astronomical costs. 
There is, however, an old saying 
which would apply here, "better, 
late than never." 
Importance -- economically 
Most people in British Colum- 
bia, including many who are 
employed irectly by the forest 
industry, really have no idea just 
how important this industry is to 
our province's economical sur- 
vival. Twenty-five percent of us 
are directly or indirect ly 
employed in forestry. That is a 
full one=quarter o f  B.C.'s 
population. Almost half of  
B.C.'s largest communities are 
either wholly dependent on the 
forest industry or have only one 
other means of employment. 
Almost one hundred of our 
small towns depend solely on 
forestry with no other means of 
survival. Only a little less than 
one-third of B.C.'s land area is 
suitable for commercial forestry 
operations. Because of this fact, 
we must fiercely protect and 
nourish what we do have. 
Forestry is a renewable resource, 
but only if it is properly man- 
aged and nurtured. 
The majority of the forest 
lands in B.C. are owned by the 
Provincial Government or "The 
Crown". The government then 
issues .what is called Tree Farm 
Licences and Timber Sales 
through the Ministry of Forests. 
Tree Farm Licences are given 
mainly to large forest com- 
panies, granting permission to 
cut the trees for market in ex- 
change for a set fee called a 
"stumpage fee" which is a rate 
paid on every cubic meter of 
wood harvested. This is one area 
in which I feel there must be far 
greater involvement by the pro- 
vincial government. A few years 
ago every log delivered to a mill 
site was gr~fded and scaled by 
government sealers, but, unfor- 
tunately, that is no longer the 
case. Now, all grading and scal- 
ing is done by each individual 
sawmill or dump yard. This is 
causing a great deal of con- 
troversy with respect to the 
amount of cubic meters even- 
tually paid out to the logging 
contractor and in turn to railers, 
buckers, and of course the truck 
haulers. The opportunity for 
abuse in this area is extremely 
high. 
Timber Sales are blocks of 
standing timber in certain areas 
which are advertised and then 
auctioned off to the highest bid- 
der. This program is aimed at 
the small, private contractor and 
is called the Small Business 
Enterprise Program, Unfor- 
tunately, here again is an area 
causing some concern amongst 
small contractors. It seems there 
are large forest companys which 
employ a small contractor to bid 
on these timber sales for them, 
as they are ineligible. Because of 
the large amount of financial 
support behind these contrac- 
tors, Othersmail business mete 
are unable to com~te in the bid- 
crown upon completion of the 
harvesting. They • must now also 
replant most of the areas logged 
off. 
Our economy is extremely 
dependent on the sale of 
forestry-produced products, 
which are exportedto the rest of 
Canada and the world. Without 
this revenue we could not buy. 
any products which other coun- 
tries produce and which we 
need. Almost half of the goods 
B.C. produces and exports are 
forestry related. For every cubic 
meter of wood harvested, just 
under $300 is contributed to our 
economy. Of approximately 
107,000 million meters of soft- 
wood trees in the world today, 
Canada ccounts for a full four- 
teen percent of the total, or 
14,980 million meters, and of 
this, 1,050 million meters or 
seven percent are found in 
British Columbia alone. Canada 
is the world leader in the export 
of softwood lu.mber, exporting a
full 50 percent. 
Our largest export customer is
the United States and our 
economy, therefore, is heavily 
dependent upon them, Thirty- 
one percent of all our pulp and 
paper was shipped to the United 
States last year, with twenty-two 
percent going to Japan. The 
forest industry accounts for fifty 
percent of manufactur ing 
shipments in the province. When 
it comes to employment, the im- 
portance of the industry,  
becomes very clear. 82,500 
British Columbians are directly 
employed through the forest in- 
dustry. The logging sector ac- 
counts for twenty-one thousand 
jobs, 42,300 people derive their 
income from the woods 
manufacturing sector (sawmill, 
plywood plants, secondary 
manufacturing and shingle •and 
shake mills). A further 19,200 
people are employed making 
pulp and paper. The total an- 
nual wages paid out are ap- 
proximately 2.7 billion dollars. 
It is also known that for every 
person employed irectly in the 
forest industry, there are two 
jobs created elsewhere in the 
economy. It can, therefore, be 
said, that the forest industry is 
the source of livelihood for 
about 247,000 British Colum- 
bians. 
Each year approximately 
163,000 hectares are clearcut, 
26,000 hectares selectively cut 
and 50,000 hectares of old 
growth are consumed by fire. 
Nurseries in the province are 
now producing 200 million seed- 
lings every year to replace trees 
which are harvested. In 1960 less 
than 10 percen~ of the area log- 
ged in B.C. was replanted, in 
1986 it jumped to 50 percent, 
and by 1990 it is estimated that a- 
full 63 percent of logged areas 
will bew replanted. Clearly these 
statistics~show that a great deal 
of progress has been made in 
this area. 
When it comes to preserving 
lands for provincial parks, B.C. 
is definitely a leader in the coun- 
try. Having said that, I still 
believe that all parties directly 
and indirectly involved in 
forestry must work harder as a 
team in order to conserve and 
cultivate our forest lands. There 
is room in our province for all. 
Wildlife, agriculture, fisheries, 
recreat ion,  to/~rism, and 
forestry. Each is extremely im- 
portant in its own right, and 
must be •accorded an equal 
measure of respect. 
Most people do not realize 
that large wildlife such as deer, 
elk, moose, etc. rely on  tender 
shoots and twigs from young 
trees to survive our  harsh 
winters. After areas are logged 
continued on page 16 
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Raising the roof. This Standard Oil truck stop is the only cardlock facility in the area that of- 
fers a l itt le shelter for truckers. After construction, however, it was felt that clearance was 
Insuff icient for snow-covered trailers and someof  the higher loads, so the.roof was raised 
another two feet just to make sure no one was left standing in the cold. 
A student's view of forestry 
continued from page 15 
they are burned by the forestry. 
This burning process enables 
fresh new growth to appear on 
these sites offering rich feeding 
for wildlife which is unavailable 
in old growth •timber. These 
areas are replanted as soon as 
possible, and in a short time are 
offering new homes to all types 
of wildlife. The forestry also 
undertakes a rigorous program 
of thinning and spacing in re- 
seeded areas allowing for far 
greater gains in tree growth over 
a shorter period of time. A 
detailed study of wildlife needs 
and concerns is ongoing by the 
forestry department and is close- 
ly adhered to when planning for 
any timber harvesting. 
The recreational use of our 
forest lands is another area of 
importance. Because of the hun- 
dreds of miles of logging roads 
built by forest companys and the 
Ministry of Forests, British Col .• 
arabians are able to gain access 
to some of the most spectacular 
areas inthe world for hiking, 
fishing, hunting, sightseeing, 
camping, etc. The list is endless. 
These areas. . would be inac- 
cessable to all but a privileged 
few if it weren't for these log- 
ging roads. 
It" would seem that parkland 
means different things to dif- 
ferent people. Many of the pro- 
vincial parks in southern B.C. 
are so congeKed by tourists in 
the summertime that there is no 
room for wildlife, and these peo- 
ple really do not have any idea 
what true wilderness really is. 
My family and I have traveled 
through many of these parks 
and we are always overjoyed to 
return to Northern B.C. and 
true "wilderness". 
' I live in a community which is 
heavily dependent on the forest 
industry. Logging has been the 
way of life here for: decades. 
When the recession of 1981 hit 
our part  of the province the ef- 
fects>were devastating, Hun- 
• . . . . 
dreds of people lost their jobs, 
businesses went bankrupt, 
families lost their belongings, 
homes an4 their self-respect. 
One had only to witness the 
economic ,devastation of .the 
area, caused by the drastic 
reduction in logging and manu. 
facturing, to realize just how 
vitally important forestry is to 
this region and its people. The 
recovery from the recession in 
our part of the country was very 
slow, and it hasn't returned to 
the boom years of the sixties and 
seventies as yet and probably 
never will. In recent years, per, 
mission was granted to certain 
licensees to export raw• whole 
logs to overseas countries. I t has 
been argued that this practise 
should be stopped as it is export- 
ing jobs desperately needed by 
our own people here at home. 
However,. most ;of the logs ex- 
ported overseas are classified as 
pulp and most manufacturers do
not want or need this type of log 
.here in. B.C. Unfortunately, 
specifications have changed 
steadily in recent years, and a 
log which was classified as 
sawlog a few years ago, is uow 
considered to be pulp which, of 
• course, commands a lower price. 
In our area. we have an over- 
abundance of pulp logs, and 
because the Ministry of ForeSts 
demands that all logs are 
harvested, be they saw!og or 
pulp, our logging costs are ex- 
tremely high compared .to the in- 
terior of B.C. 
There seems to be no quick 
and easy solution to this dilem- 
ma, but I believe if all parties 
concerned would work closer 
together these problems could be 
worked Out to everyone's 
satisfaction. 
I have heard many comments 
to the effect hat all loggers and 
forest companies have no regard 
whatsoever for the damage their 
work practices do to the en- 
vironment and wildlife in British 
l 
Columbia. I disagreestrongly on 
this point, and I will explain 
why. My father was-a logging 
contractor for four years. Most 
6f-his logging, sites, were ap- 
pr~mmately ,.;eight'~, !to ninetyi 
miles from home?:~;l withered 
this man and his crew adopt a 
wild silver fox and her babies, 
which were obviously starving to 
death. For the duration of their 
stay at this site they nursed this 
fox family back to health. These 
men who worked so hard always 
took the time to enjoy the 
wildlife, be it a mother bear and 
her cubs or a moose and her 
babies. One incident which I will 
never forget is the time they ac- 
tually took great pains to steer 
clear of a certain grove of trees 
because they were. home to a 
mother grouse and her young. 
Does this sound like people who 
have no regard for wildlife? I 
think nott 
It would seem that the most 
vocal opposition to logging to- 
day comes from. "-"-"~"~,~,,~ ,,h,, 
make their homes in downtown 
Vancouver or other cities. I 
don't really see how these people 
candiscuss our wilderness when 
they are surrounded by 
skyscrapers and concrete. I live 
with my family on 150 acres.of 
land .in northernB.C, several 
miles from any town, •Our 
nearest neighbors are six ~iles 
away. Our prop6rtyi!Was logged 
in 1952 andis now covered with 
second growth timber. We have 
an abundance of wildlife at our 
doorstep, such as a mother bear 
and her babies which visit us 
regularly, We also see moose 
and wolves and have a beautiful 
Silver fox who comes by every 
other day. So you see, logging. 
this area has not destroyed its 
beauty or its wildlife, 
Can logging, recreation, and 
tourism co-exist? I say yes, 
definitelyt it just requires ome 
extra effort on everyone's part, 
but don't you think it's worth it7 
, .  ;. : ~; ' ,~" i  
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• ChUrch , ..... •• Sacred Heart Catholic • . 
Mms Times: ~.~ Purer: , ,  
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. - " i i. • ~ F~'.-Allan .F; Noonan .. 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
!11:30 a.m. " :  ~. . .  
.4830Straume Avenue " " ' ' - "  635-2313 
i 
St. Matthew's AnglicaitEplscopal Church 
Sunday Services: Rector Rev.: 
9 a.m. g 11 a.m. Hermann Dittrich 
Senday School dmum are he[cl clurlng Ihe g a.m. u~tce. Child care Is 
evoileble du¢lng the 9a.m. service. 
4506 Lokelse Avenue t31-¥019 
| 
: ' Chdst  Lutheran Church 
Stinting Sundlay January 1, Worship Service. at 12 noon 
Sunday Seheel 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor:. Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 655-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day •_Adventist Church 
Sabbath khooh .... Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday 11:00 a,m. ,•: 
3306Gri f f i ths*:  . . . . .  
i ,  
Ole Unruh - -  145-/111 
Prayer MmDtlng: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
< 655-1252 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:4S a.m. 
Sunday Sen,iota: 
8:30 a.m. / 11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Pastorm 
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Moutlng: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
615-5115 
Sunday Wcw, h'p: 
10:30 a.rn. 
Slmday School: 
10:30 a.m. 
4907 Lazelie Ave.  
i 
Knox United Church 
Minister| 
Stan Bailey 
Youth Group: 
: 6:30 p.m. 
635-6014 
i - I I 
-Terrace Penteeostal Assembly 
F.ady 8endce: Peeton. 
8:30 a.m. John Caplln 
AceonlMe Pastor:. Cliff•Slebert 
Sunday School: Prayer Time: 
10:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m. 
Morning 8erdce: 11:15"a.m. L=wmlng 8endce: 6:30 p.m, 
3511 Sby Street , 6S$-~!4~4/  
The Alliance Church 
Fami ly I l ib la  School: Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 a.rn. Au ' t  Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p_.m. 
• . All are cordially Invited . 
Youth  Min is t r ies ,  Home Bible S tud ies ,  V i s i ta t ion  
4923 Agar Avenue I 5-7727 
I I  
i | i 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
q1:30 a.m. Chr ist ian Education (all  ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Informotlen call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 6S5-6480 
i i 
I " i i _ 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Servlcse: Paston 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m, Peter 81uys -- 635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladle# Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 885,6173 
, i i . i i ; " I i i i 
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S 
OOth birJhday . . . . .  ° ' '  " l 
into.any available.car:that l~ad a ; ~NN 
:driver behind thewheel and 'de,:. 
mand (in a niceway) aride.Andi::: 
because of his " ~iabl~,per--: 
• . -  . - . , ' . " "  , 
sonal~ty, the. w~sh was often. 
granted . . . .  ~ -~:  
But his love. ofcars .also in, .; 
eluded washing them.And man3/..~ 
of those, occasions are..not re-" 
membered with the same :fohd- ~:,:i.. -ii';i:~::i"i/i' 
ness. Apparently he paid little: i (::i/)i~i ' 
attention to the fact that the:- i~i::i': ' ! II '~  
windows may be down, and 
many car interiors were scrub- 
bed just as thoroughly as the ex- 
terior. " • •~ 
• " : *  
, -  . :  ,~ .  J 
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YOCK HING CHOW: Came to 
Skeenav iew in 1953. 
Terraceview Lodge has ex- 
~tended an invitation to the entire 
• Community for the 100th birth- 
day party of Terraceview resi- 
• dent Yock Hing Chow. The par- 
'ty will take place next Tuesday 
from 2 to 3 p.m. and Ter- 
raceyiew Staff say there will be 
plenty of coffee and birthday 
cake for everyone. 
Both Skeenaview and Terrace- 
' View Staff members have many 
fond memories of Chow's 36 
years in Terrace and describe 
him as "everybody's pet". He's 
happy, polite, modest and loves 
sug~ they say. But he also loves 
a good ear ride.., it doesn't mat- 
ter where to. One employee 
recalls that he often used to get 
Another staff: member ecalls 
an incident that describes 
Chow's wit and humor. He tells 
a story of a, time in Ch0w's life 
when he was enrolled in Occupa- 
tional Therapy sessions at 
Skeenaview Lodge. Joe Wide- 
man used to drive the van be- 
tween the: residence and the 
therapy building, and one day, 
when he asked Chow to sweep 
out the van, received a straight 
forward and honest self- 
evaluation of Chow's view of 
the world. "Me King," he said. 
"Me no work." 
Chow has been a member of 
the community for a number of 
years, and although a little less 
agile at 100 than in years gone 
by, he used to love long walks 
and could often be seen on city 
streets or the banks of. the 
Skeena, where he liked to watch 
local fishermen: try their luck. 
• Book'S fo r  Young R:i ddb   : 
byAndrea Deakln -'~ ,- " 
This week I want to concentrate on books for the younger 
child. 
Hugh takes Seal with him everywhere, but sudde~y Seal has 
disappeared. We cansee her in the land'of lost toys. She misses 
Hugh as he does her, but then a kitten enters Hugh's life. He  
cannot forget Seal altogether, but he is consoled, while Seal 
learns to make friends with the other lost toys. A simple little 
story about accepting loss is enchantingly enlarged and enriched 
by Karen Patkau's warm, funny (the chansin Hugh's bedroom) 
collages. The solid textures of the real world and the bright fan- 
tasy of toyland are vividly contrasted, and the last picture, Hugh 
with the kitten cuddled against a fuzzy pink blanket background, 
is perfect. Seal is Lost by Patricia Galloway, with pictures by 
Karen Patkau, is published by Annick Press at $12.95 and $4.95 
(in paper). 
i ! 
• . . : . . . . . . .  .~ . ,  . . ; 
. . . , , .  : 
The Terrace ,~zoutlng movement, represented here by members Mike and Adam Snyder' 
helped cheer things up around Mills Memorial Hospital over the holidays with the donation 
of a Christmas tree. Hospital maintenance Chief Charlle Undstrom, who installed the 
jackplne above the entrance, said it was the only live tree at the hospital this y_mer. 
John Bmningham has illustrated a series of, paperback concept 
books for young children with his inimitable wit and exuberance. • 
The Opposites book has a small child straining to hold up an 
elephant for 'heavy', whileon the :light' page he dances under 
the weight of an equally large balloon. In Colours, blue is a blue r~ 
boaton endless water, grey a rainy day, and green a table full of 
jumping frogs. The vitality and imaginative humor in the pages 
make these a.delightful addition to the nursery bookshelf. 
Colours, Oppos/tes, Numbers and Aiaphabet, all by John Burn- 
ingham, are published by Gi'oundwood Books at $4.95 in paper. 
Kathy Stonson's latest book for children, Teddy Rabbit, tells 
the story of Tony and his toy rabbit. The two go everywhere 
together and he plans on taking his rabbit o the Teddy Bears' 
Picnic on Centre Island. Although Tony worries that rabbits 
might be forbidden on such an outing, he leaves, clutching Rab- 
bit. A series of adventures finds Rabbit being rescued from 
beneath a subway train by a thoughtful attendant and taken on 
' the ferry, still clutched tightly by an apprehensive Tony. 
However, when he and his father 'reach Centre Island they find 
other children have brought Teddy Lions and Teddy Monkeys. 
Teddy Rabbit is,quite at home. 
The story, packed with incident hat a small child can easily 
relate to, is crisply and sympathetically told. The book is il- 
lustrated by Stephane Poulin with realistic warmly-l~rceived 
detail. The picture of the small boy in his father's arms on the 
ferry, protectively clutching his Teddy Rabbit~ is outstanding, 
Teddy Rabbit is published by Annick Pressat $4.95 paper, 
$12,95 hardback, -, ~ . 
Christmas bird count shows 
more species than average 
Contributed bF 
Diane Welemlller 
Terrace held a very successful 
Christmas Bird Count on Mon- 
day, Dec. 26 in spite of rather in- 
clement weather which was cold 
in the morning and very snowy 
in the afternoon. 
Seventeen observers took part 
in this year's count. Most 
surveyed their areas on foot and 
by car, while others spent time 
counting the birds, that came to 
their backyard feeders. 
We .observed 56 different 
species :and counted a total of 
2,370 birds. This is less than the 
record number of 67 species 
achieved last year, but much 
higher than our average of 43 
during the last nine years. 
Some of the more unusual 
sightMgs for :,th~ -year ~Were:a 
Blue-winged Teal, Golden 
Eagle,. Red-tailed Hawk and a 
Red-breasted Sapsucker. Birds 
seen in higher numbers than 
usual were Flickers 05), Black- 
capped Chickadees (97), Robins 
(84), Golden-crowned Kinglets 
(78) and Juncos (483). Numbers 
were down for Crows and Star- 
lings. 
....... N O T I C E  " 
The City of Terrace will pick up discarded 
Christmas trees on January 5th and 6th, 
1989. Please place trees where refuse is nor- 
mally left for pick up 
Public Works Department 
IR  
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: January is Ahhmmer Aware- rice, would spread + business ~ ._C~ ~'VE.H~D ~ ~m~ 
n~,Month and a time t0 reflect : pa~rs out on the kitci~en table. +~+ O~l~.lmOl~ I ~ ~ORI41N~ r / l~ l  
+ on:~e dev .~.ng  eff~t Of the' But he was unable to remember I~  .&~? ' .  !~~CO~FEE~/ /~ 
+ On+ its Ivicti+ .d:their What he wanted to do-~th them. ~ IO6~!  ~ ~-'+"~.~+.+~ f l l '  
,++.  ~zhe~er's +f~c+ one .  "l ++ working + the t,+e. so ~ ~ i ~ , m  
in fiv.e people over the+:~¢Iof:6~ it w.,a:timc+of great anxietyfor '~' t \ t; [ I I IH  , 
and m responsible+ for n~iy  , me," explmned Eagleson. "I , .  
|2,000 d . t~ in C - -d ,  - -e+ di+*t know Wbat he+ W~+ doin g I'~ I:T:~ +~~ W i 
ym,  raking , i t  ~ .  fourth w.hilelwas+away." She saJd sup- i +'~ |~"~. . ' ' "+ ' , .~ . '~  "~'+" 
l earns  cause of dramafter ~on was iavailable, but she I ,~m+m~+' . ,+ °= ~' "" " 
heart ~ ,  c:~Jmcar and sl~oke. 
During an ' o;ganmatmnal 
m~l;i'ng' +.for a. iO~ support 
pomp in  Terr~e lint year, 
wasn't aware of it, and she was 
leR to struggle through her hus- 
band's illness onher own. Now,  
she h0pes, thr0ugh support 
groups andpublicity..the society 
I B.C. 
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There were times when he would 
get out of bed at midnight, and 
thinidmg he had to go to ilia of- 
• . . . m .  +..+ver o ,  +o, + B.c. -  to +rs  pro+ hos++ +d t emse,vo d .  in __  + r : I I : . .~]L_+T i II ~m~i~,m~ I I . .  m I~++ ;4;;::+++~Q+I~: :!:++;%ii+;;+i:;'?+¢:~Y ~ !:+ ~+   
. . . .  s+-,~o¢ie ,'described how a si~Jlar;situation.. " * 
bod~d,  her.hmb~ds~mg- . Suppo~: groups promae, a I ~ .- - / .  I ' ~ .  + -+- - I  ~. ;  - ,, ........ +~;':>+,,+]::+:+-:iS+q':t++:\+~}.:+:+.:# "`  " 
g lad  io cope ;with Alzheimer s forum for disc.Ussion for anyone I " . . . . . . .  + k" k " . . . . .  ' . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  + "--'++1 1+ 'I': I + .~.+ r ' '+ ' ' ' 
bef0m he ~ away in 1983: , in, a simdar ruination to  Eagle- 
• + '+ I  didnt" ' notimitfor some son's=and . . . . . .  allow for the exchange 
" " I r " ' '  "+ Ira' ! "ned " I  "ust of  practical adv ice  on  the  e f fec -  I ¢ I " . 4 I+ 1= I "": ' " : i ~ • ~ t "' . ' + ."~ " ~ r 1" ~ r ~ ~ . . : ." . 'O " ' • time, ~e.e~.m . . J . . , . . . . .  _ 
+out~tit+aSttledecline, he "..,t,ve management o,. o,.zncult . . . . .  . ,  ,' i~ ,.. 
was Older than me, and I just behaviors caused by the .di'sease. " + 4 . . . . . . . .  ' + 
~'t  notice it until all of a sud- .Anyone wanting to.obtain more i 
den he began to repeat thin~s." information, o r join the,.!.~al 
She d~-++r, bed other-'be-suppo~oupcanpnone+nuan I TK Ryo.s  ,; +: }i + ::~:i ++ + :,,y,oekmro,:i? I: havioral changes such as read ing  ~_~m+_b¢, l+  ~,  t;~5~'.~?l ~r ,  I e  ' i 1 . + + ~ ~ +I ~ +  I : ' ' :~. . ,  ~ "~ + . ` ' ' 
the mine newspaper headline, ~+~I-81.7,7,. o _ ) .~; .~ . -  . . . .  ' 
"again and again and again;'..neimer s aociety at 73b-044~.; in, I 
Alm,~lh~re w~r¢ other ch~gcs. .addition, there will bean infor- 
mation m~ti.g and ~idm at the 
Terrace Public Library at 7:30 
p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 26. 
ITerr,a-~ce Interiors Ltd.- 
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring *.Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper ~ 
• "+4 IIthe supplies you need" 
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.- 'THIS WEEK~ + ' " 
• +i ' PUZZLE ANSWER 
, " ' ACROSS 6Help  . i + 
1 eaqiodeGk " " . T TlO~plde~:e 
S Oblerve(I o . . ,u rn , . .  • 
8 Concoct, g Tear 
i 2  A+*¢~ ~, '~  10 Bummer, Ft. 
13 Uncle, Sp 11 Marly 
14 . . . . . .  fli~ual ' 19 Bullfight cry 
15 Lergewaves + 21 One, Ft. 
16 Poem 22 LIv!n~l 
17 Mimicked 23 T I .ed  
18 Gharged psrllcle 25 Try " 
30 Plesaure 20 Marsh 0tan,  pl. 
22 FlIh 2? For 
24 Beml th  29 Thln~, law. 
27 AlrraI i l l  33 Destroyed 
28 O! ~ size 34 Local commuter 
30 Edge 53 Old sat train Inlt. 
"31 Bishopric 54 __  Ferber 35 Laaven, pl. 
32 Excessive 55 Act 36 Lances 
316 Lettuce dish, pl. 50 Senores, abbr. 37 Pie mode 
39 6tin0 out 57 Osck 38 Pantry 
l Sal|Y Forl h . y .Gre ,  Howard  I 
' . + " " ' - . i -  • ;+ '  " ' ; '  ' ' " " + 
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I AndyCapp By Reggle Smylhe ! 
i Clvolrla '43 Unhappy i . . . . . . . . .  4O 
44; ALamr~lc ~ion,  trill. 1 Poss. prDOonWo~n 4~ Thcor,~ '~'(~o Indian ~ I C'~i'~l::)t~b GET i l2,1 DE,3 WllO H'~Vl= H -~'I~EI~'~/I;:~:)- E -6"I " "l'l"-l;
0.ldabAiTbo.~:::ur. 34 ~p:lure 50 Literary u l . l l on ,  p~P.~I '~;H~~E'~I  $. 
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for Hallsor 
" Bruce. Hallsor has received 
two Scholar shiI~totalling*$1,200 
that~i~fi he lp  :see h im through 
his :~'inal ~ semester" at UBC. The 
UBC.Award: for Academic EX~ 
. . ' cellence is •valued at $900 and the 
• : . -  Edward  and . .Mar ie  Cook  
' -  Memorial Award for. the highest 
• marks in .the Canadian History 
• course is •valued itt $300. ; 
. Hallsor,. now 21, graduated 
from Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dary School in 1985 with straight 
"A 's ,  which earned him the 
Rotary Shield and a variety of 
government scholarships. He 
entered UBC the same year and 
will graduate with a Bachelor of 
Arts in History next May. 
Following graduation, he plans 
to Write his law entrance xams 
and then  apply to various re- 
stitutions in ,Eastern Canada, 
Wherehe plans, to study law. 
: His primary extracurricular 
aciivities have included the UBC 
Commonwealth Society,  for 
wh ichhe  served a term as presi-. 
dent, and B.C. Youth Parlla- Adult  Basic Education students at Northwest communi ty  Col lege campuses in the region col lected over $2 ,00~ . 
ment,- where he served as •theeqU•va•ent.•fm•rethan2••••••penn•es)••h•ch•aspers•na••yde••veredt•theRUss•anEmbassy•n•tta•a: " i' ; 
Premier in ~1987 and as a The money will be added to the.Canadian relief effort for Armenian earthquakevict ims.  Pictured above are ABE : 
: Speaker of  the House in last students frOm, the Terrace campus. , _ 
week's session held in Victor ia. .  .- . . . . . . .  . . 
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" BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING . . . . . .  
: . . . . . . . . .  ~:Theae Ads appear In the more than 75.Newspapers of the.B.C, and Yukon Communlty 
Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million reede~. "' : ";~i° 
;159. far 2S words ($3. per each additional Word) Call The Terrace Review at  635-71M0 " - 
_ . :~- - '~ . "  " ,  
~ ~u =. UMU, ~v= F,O.R 8ALE MISC, HELP WA...NT=. ~" HELP WANTED PERSONAIJI 
, i i i ,  i . ' L  
i~ ~ Buy l Iwe  :any gall, d im Increase power up.to ~)%. • ~ Medltltlon by Malll A ~oi- 
Increase !! = l r :o r  •truck, new.or Uied. - mileage oy 10%. Ce=tlel;lar News requires re- Camera Operator. Peer less  responder~e ¢ourle to Con. 
':~ Direct from volume factory Care, trucks, tractors. Gas ,  poner!pnotograpner. Pub- Printers, an established trol strew, lmRrove health 
dealer. Call for pre-approv- diesel, propane. One time I ished Wednesday after- printing bulls.ass In the and ~d dynamic, energy_ to . 
ed credit.. Call collect 464 .  modification to the fuel noons and Sunday morn- B,C. Interior, nee an open- your  life,, all In me comfort 
:; 0271.05231. tank. Send $6.00 for:ecru-.. Ings. Have CP wire. Re- i_ng for a camera opel:ator, or your own hemal For 
': plete Instructions. Economl- Duties to Include camera, details of this $1:.Down leesu a new car or muneratlon per. colle~ive and other 
: truck. Seven year warranty, cal household materials agreement. Rush. resume- stripping and plate making. Instructional tapes: Box 404, 
Paymentil from $139.1Mo. needed.* Western Fuel=aver, and samples to: Simon Oeelgn and art experience _8~helt, B.C. V0N 3AO. 
~ O,A.C. Call lease manager 315 - 2040 Gordon Drive, Birch, Editor, Caatlegar would be an met. Apply to ~IVI~:E~ 
at (604)46.~8931. DLB~M. Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 3HBi News, Box 3007, Castlegar, Tom Fair, Peerlesl Prlnter~, 
Take over payments 1988 A Free Hunting, Fishing, B.C. V1N 3H4. 1172 Battle Street, Kam- ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
loops, B.C. V2p. 2N6. (604) Dale C4u'i'-Harrla : 20 yeanl Bronco II $398. per month. Camping Catalog ($6.O0 372-3373. Fax. 
All makes, ~r l  and trucks value). Send your expired School District No. 85 (Van- 6848. (604)828- am. eolcal trl'N lawyerli:hoolWlthbeforefive yearSlaw, 
available. Cash allowances hunting and fishing license oouver Island North) Invites ~ (Van¢ou~,er). Ex. 
for trade,in. Call 1-800-663- (photocopy acceptable) end 'applications for the vacant perlencad In heed IrtJury 
; 6933~ Dick MIIlert .D.L.8195. S.I.R. wil l  mall a free 388 position Of Tradesman Bodymen required for rood- and other major clalml..Per. 
LeeselBuy new/used page (over 6,500 Rams)An- Plumber. This is a regular ern shop. Must be conver, sentage tram available. 
truck or van ~th  no money . num ~portsman Catalog. full time position within the sent with chart frame TRAVEL 
doWn. O.A.C. Deal direct 8.I.R, Mall Order, Dept. district's Maintenance De- machine. Location Northern 
• with Truck-Finders. Call 247, 1385 EIIIoe Avenue, pertinent. Appll~nte must Vancouver Island. Phone Skiers: Lake Louise, Can. 
K.elth ©ollect for pre.approv- Winnipeg, Manitoba, RSG pOisess a valid B.C.T.Q. or (604)949-6042. ads s Favorite, has 6 
ed credit. 290-36S9. 3N1. Offer expires March Interprovlnclal Trade Certi. 
BUSINESS 31~. 1989.. .. ,. flcate. Ideally the 8u~essful ,...-nightslB,.,a,,daY... 8ki_____holldayl . . . .  
OPPORTUNITIES candidate Will h01d' e B.C. Automotive painter required .,,,,,, ,,,~,,. w,_, v,,,=u, qusg 
at E.J. Klmen G.M. In ecru ,. Other varieties ,.A new company Is looking Lighting Fixtures, We=tern gas ticket and be proficient . p~. cy. 
tot moepenaent distributors Canada's largest display. In  the servicing of oll and Port Hardy, .B.C. Phone: ot p~Kagel available, Call 
for health care products that Wholesale and retail. Free gas fired • heating systems (604)949-7442. . 1-800-661.1158. 
include a purifying system Catalogues available. Nor . .  [noludlng boilers, heat Driving to Vancouver'? 
we feel is the best method burn L-Ightlng Centre.,_4600 pumps and HVAC equip-- $39.95 Drive and Stay 8pes- 
ayalleble for filtering muni. East Hastings Street, Burn .• ment. The rate of pay for Senior Accounting Clerk/ 
olpally treated water. This aby, B.C. VBC 2K5. Phone this position is in a~or- Business Manager required ial at the Blue Boy Motor 
: ~ould be a primary or secon-  1-299-0666. dance with the current by automotive dulerehlp, Hotel with this ed. 725 S.E. Marine Drive. 1-800.663. 
:)dary Income opportunity. C.U.P.E. Collective Agree- Quesnel, B.C. Applicant 6715. Expires Marl:h 30, 
Per tree information write: meat. School District No. 85 Light fixtures, ele~trical me- must have full a~¢ountlng 
..... : P.O, Box 91601,West Van- tore,/generators, phase ms- serves 10 communities at knowledge Including PaY- 1989. 
~: couver~ B.C. VTV 3P3, vertors, transformers, fans, the northern end of Vancou- roll. Previous automotive 
welders, wiring materials, vet Island. Residents enjoy dealership experience an as- 
• .':i~;::Thr3~/ih~ ""RI|=-'~T teie~/l~on Frleeen Electric, Abbots- excellent Indoor and outdoor set, but not essential, Sub- 
:~steres retail store. Also " ford. 859-7101 or 1..800-863- recreational opportunities, mlt resumes to Box "1", 
,video rentals, music and 6978. Resumes Including • de- Carlboo Observer, #4-  462 
~.tapes. Excellent mall Iota- ~1~~- .~1- - .  :tlon In prosper(ius Houston GARDENING tailed work history end. rat- Reid, Quesnel, B.C. V2J 
'B .C .  Call Lea at Radio . . . .  erencee are to be submitted 2M6. t;4OJ  ULmU  
~::~:Shack, 845-2663, Interested 4n Greenhouse or by the closing date of 
Hydroponic Gardening? Tueadav, January 31. 1989 Estimator Production Coor- 
:;;,BUSlNESS PERSONALS Greenhouses $195., Hy¢lro. to the attention of Mr, J,R. dlnator. Peerless Printer=, 
:i::  :'Body? Mind? Sair.lt'~ Who ponlc Gardens $39,, Halldes Martin, secretary.Treesur- an establlshedprlntlng buel. 
:!i are you? Dlanetlcs HOt Line, from $140. Over 2000 .pro- er, School District No. 85 ness In the B.C. Interior, 
...... toll free 1-800-F.O.R.. ducts in stock, super prices. (Vancouver Island North), has an opening for a key 
..... T;R.U.T,H. 1-800-367.8788. Free Catalogue call  Toll p.o. Box 90, Port Hardy, person on their manage- 
.,EQU'I-PNIENT Free 1-800-8S3.5619. Water B.C. YON 2PO. For further ment team. Duties to In- 
AND MACHINERY Farms, 1244 seymour St., Information contact Mr. elude computerized estlmat. 
:.:'i985 Frel~htllner COE .- 400 ..Vancouvert..B,.C, ..V6B 3N9, Cam Allan at 949-6618, Ing, sohedullng and ell 
• Cat- RTO15 - SSHD - RTE H~ALTH & BEAUTY phe=N of production co- ' :  
" ord/natlon. This position will 440- New Retmps, Certified Students: If working from . . . . .  
. $47,500. 1985 Mack OOE - Ho'pe Cancer Health Centre. April to August In.Europa require good management .... 
!* 440 Mack • 12 - 38 Information, education, sqp- appeals to you an0 you're and Interpersona~ skills. Ap  2S WORDS : 
' AXles - Spring Suspension - port~ counselling and semln, t)etween 19-28 and have. ply to Tom Fair, Peerless 
A loes  Wheels - Certified are for cancer potlente and pr~tlcal farming experience Printers, 1172 Battle Street, S159 
' t39,500. B.C. 1-800-063- families. 732-3412 Toll Free apply, to: IAEA, 206, 1501 . Kamloops, B.C. V2~ 2N5. 
7708. Others 1.604-835. 1-800.683-6137 courtes~ of !7  A v#. S,W., Calgary, ~04~T2.3373, Fax: (804) 
4938; . . . . . .  , Fraternal Order ,,of Eagles, ~ Alia, T2T 0.E2, .... - - ~  . . . . . .  ,~ .............. -, ::.'.~ 
": • 
. ,  . : , . , , .~  : .~  *.. . .  : .  , : • . .  • ~ , . . . . .  : " . . . . . .  .: _ _ - _ 
• I I  • 0 • . , . : :  . . . . . . .  ; : r , ; : ~ , ~ ;  
• i Classified Ads .  Deadhne ! s  i l  ' 
Todll~l-SWay= one-year old Purebred - I Asa ub~icservicetheTerraceRevlewwi~printfree~f:chargeanyad~fferihgt~sh~ies~methifig~ l 'na,.n,~/;t, 1M[ntiw~tad 
g0!den, retrlever, f.ema~. V .e[y g=_o~l: With" tPl~e Community (eg., rides. Child =re;. freeitems).~ In addition there WiUb:e;:no:cha!:ge for i.| ~'2.=8~"~', ' : .=~,: ,=;: ,~ 
wltn Cnlloren. up-go-gate wlm snore. " , , t_ . ,  o.~,~ . . . .  . . ,  ;.. , , ; . . .A. . . ,~. . .4 I.., ;..~;..~,.l~ e. .b ; . ,  w..rk, :•% ' : "• •• ~•' ':': •.':'  ': / . ga l lU l¢~i~¢ l  Vv a , t t~u 
"11"^ a nru~r i  hnm~ nn lv  Phnnm a~U~L o~ I 'UM, | IU , "  ' U I  |U I  ¢~10 ~lQ~i . ,~t . l  l~ .y  I | lU IVa .UMMIO o~m=aia  b V ' . , '~ . • " : :  , ' , . : . "  , "  : . '  , . . : ,  , :  , .  
. . . . . .  '" "' ~'ii~ , : : , ,  : . . . .  : :::/ - : :  i : / :: : ~:: : : :  :::~!::!:~::: ::: ::!/: ;~! to work full time in a 
w.,,,,~. ~ ~ h=,,, hinh nr RKrES.NonDlsplay-perissue, 4.00 for 30 words:or less, gdditionalwoi~ds$~¢:each;):i:~:~i:i:ii:/:r:::!:::}:: n o~ressive modern  
~ 1 1  I ~ 1  I ~ 1 ~  I V  I I ~ 1 1 ~ V  + I l l J l l  ~ " * , i I * 4 . . . , " t , -- ' . . . . .  ; " + ~ * 1 1 'at~', la~ )I : ~ I I ' . .  ' I : t * "  I ,  , ~ ~ * ' Dis la - er tssue s4.75 er columnmch . . . . . . .  .... : '  'I" ' . . . .  ~ ~'~ "" '  " '~  '~"  ~ '  " * ' "  * ' '  " ' '  ' '  " " " " lar er. Must be entle. Price P Y P , P . " , . . . .  "- : '~ . :~:"~ ' :~. " : -  t have B .C ,  
negoitable, Phone635.2242. 1/15 We reserve the r!ght to classify, edit or refuse anyad.vert!sement, : c  : ~',: ~:l~::~:;:~:;i~:-=~:~   ,:_;._.~ ' .....~ ,,, ,,o.~,.o 
R I s t e m d  s m a l l  b r e e d  puppies 1 TERMS. Payment w~th order unless otherwise arranged . . . . .  ' ~ ' ' k I ' " '  ' ~ ~ '~I  ~ ~ : I I '~  :~:~*  : "~ ' r ~ : e~ . " " . . . . . . . .  " .... : - :" '~,--~: : '" ~ ~,'.'i~:'::.;~ : "i: 
1982 Chev Impala; new trans and 
much more. Have bills. Asking 
$3,000 obo. Phone 627-1106 after 6 
p.m. 1120 
/i:! experience. Apply at: Shlh-Pzu, 1 Lhaea Apse (not shed- Please send your ad with payment 0: 4535 GreigAve;, i~i:::!:i:: ::: 
dlng), 1 chihuahua, 1 Poodle pup, 5 Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 Rh0nda's 
months old, vaccinated, tattooed, ", - :  - 
dewormed. Phone 632-5294. 1120 ' " • Hair ' Designs 
4624 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-8'/87 
New AIpinester=o system; 80'watt Royal Albert, Old Country Rose Experlenc~ bUilding materials per- 
amp. and 2 speakers. Paid $1,100. china, crystal punch bowl & 18 alas- SOnr equired by local buildlngsup- 
Asking $500. Hours used only. 8es. Exqulsltecrystalstemware,&4 ply store. Duties Include plan 
Phone638-8609. ~ 1126 framed pictures suitable for living, takeoffs, construction quotes and . . . . . . . . . .  n,',:tnmmr nnntant Call Georae or P.Xl)enenceo oaoyl!tter neeoeo tor  
1974 Chryslor Newport; new brakes, ~ 15-1nch tires. ~'wo room/rec room. Phone 638-0240 after . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  . " e638-8398 5 p.m. or weekends. 1/26 Bob at Terrace Builder= Centre for weekend sitting. Phon _. 
alternator & battery, ps, pb, good winters on 5-hold Ford split tim 
rubber and more. Asking $600 abe. tubular. Less thah 500 miles. $300 :-R.S.F, energy airtight wood stove, an ppointment;635-6273., . 114 , , tmc 
Phone632-7262. 1120 OBO. PhoneS28-3527. - -  1126 complete wlth aircirculatingfan & ~ 
°°mb"=°r" "k'n= '=O0 J ': I PORTi  WAN l i J  1980 Ford Thunderbird, runs well, no Shot gun - -  Franchi Hunter, • 12 0ha. Model # RSF 65; Phone R TEl) 
rust, 302 motor. $3,000.flrm. Phone gauge, semi-automatic; $350. Rifle 627-7247. ~ :' /~111_5 |-  . .  : Michael Kelly :::. I 
635-5341. 1127 - -3006 Ruger M77, plus 4-power 
1974 Cbev Capri, good running con- Bushnell scope with duplex cross 2.story wooden Burble dol! house;  | Experienced newspaper eporter for a weekly Terrace Review I 
dltlon. $500 obo. Phone 635-2264. hairs; $500. Phone624-4726. 1/27 sliding glass doors, wall-to-wall car- j newspaper wanted. Photographic skills required 4535 GreigAvenue :' I 
1118p ~ ~ ~ pet, Wall paper', fully furnished. I and preferably Your own 35 mm camera equipmcat. Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
Upstairs, master bedroom, nursery. I Salary neg0tiable:depending onexperience, or phone 
$25. Phone635.7840. -tfnp Downstairs, kltcheni dlnlngroom, I Send resume to: 635-7840 : 
As new boy's hockey skates, top Iivingroom; All kinds of dolls and J 
quality Micron brand, $25 per pair, clothes. Asking $100 obo. Phone 
sz. 11, 12 & 1.  Phone 638-8398 or 632-2246 leave message on answer- 
I 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
635-4140. tfnc ing machine. 1/15 
The Cupboard Is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kelum 
Street. Emergency inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
Apple lie, 128KB memory, super IBM Comp. Turho XT computer 
serial card, two disk drives, amdek system; 640K rams, dual 380K drive, PLANNER/COORDINATOR 
amber monitor with support bridge, TTL amber monitor. $1,200. will put 
Mondsysf romgto l la .m.  programs, etc. $1,250. Phone this under your treel Phone The 16-37 Community Futures Committee Is seeking a 
Thursdays from I to $ p.m. 635-7636. 1118p 624-9199. 1120 person to undertake var ious  planning and coordinating 
Game for sale - -  Pictionary, new Must Sell! VHS VCR; 1 month old. tasks.  , 
and still in original wrap. Regular Asklng$225. Phone624.5838. 1 /20  Job  Descdptlon: Under the  direction Of the 16-37 Cam-  
price, $29.99. Will sell for $25.00. Double to queen s l~ bedspread munity Futures Committee, the Planner/Coordinator will 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or Phone635-5544. 1111p with matching shams.Curtains and 
635.7941. 1125p 2 bedside lamps ,br~ new.Asking be responsible for the coordination of liaison activities 
. . . . . . . . . .  , ...... $300if0rw'orks: 0off'e~tabldand 2= wi th  community;~toU'~)s and'a:gencles; research, planning 
end tables, ex. cond. solid brass and proposal writing; the organization of Futures projects 
handles. Asking $30018et. Loveseat in the 16.37 region, and the effective operation of a Com- Important Message for Businesses and  Managers! with extra pillows, ex. cond. Asking 
WORRIED ABOUT WHI~IS .  ~- $300. Phone 635-2580. 1/26 munity Futures office Includihg the development of ad- 
ministrative systems and financial procedures. 
We will  help yotl comply with the amendments to the Hazar- Qualifications: The person we seek shou ld  be highly 
dous Products Act that req~re every workplace in Canada to motivated; enthusiastic self-starter; comfortable whi le  
have a WHMIS --  Workplace Hazardous Materials Infonna- Hide.a-bed end small antique working in changing situations with a wide variety of peo- 
tion System. wooden table with 4 chairs. Phone pie and Interests. Strong Interpersonal and coping skills 
• inventory ofhazardoasmatedals 638.0938. 1/10• are essential: A background In planning, financial 
• labelling and elassltieatio- Olnl~reem suite; excond, hutch .& analysis and project management will be desirable. 
• buffet, 6 chairs, table with large lest. Kn(iwledge of the 16-37 region would be an asset. 
• material safety data sheets (MSDS) Asking $750 obo. Phone 639-9828. 
• employee tndaing ~1110 Salary range is $38,000 to $43,000, commensurate with ex- 
Call us today fo r  free initial ¢oasultatlon. Seam Kenmor= Energy Saver par- parlance. 
• Can be converted table dishwasher. Term of Employment: SIx months, with potential for con- 
to  built-In, 7 different functions, ex 
Sher idan  J sckman Consu l tants  Inc .  cond. Asking $300. Phone 638-8406. t inued employment. 
A-4506 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, BC. V8G IP4 1126 For a complete job description and further Information 
• Telephone (604) 635-9511 Beautiful large bud coffee table with contact: 
~'- driftwood legs. Asking $550; Phone 
635.2507. 1126 Detlef Beck, Chairman 
Stove, I400. Genera' Electric lawn 16-37 Community Futures Committee 
mower, ex. cond. $200. Phone P.O. BOX 622 
, - J 632-7346. 1/20 VSG 4B8 : i Terrace, B.C. : - - .  : :: 
30-1nob Kenmor= Mark II self clean- Telephone (604) 635-5449 . :: 
Ing range, whlte. $350.00. Phone 
H , 635.2422. 1111~ Closlng date Is January 15, 1989. 1/4o 
UNIQUE FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY ~~~, ,one-year .o ld ,  , vibrator and heating pad. $2,500. 
Choco la tes  • Phone 635-6845. 1111c 
Cappuccino Bar 
Dean's Chocolates. a well;known name since / EXPERIENCED BUILDING 
1930 in Western Canada, is now launching his 
new MULTI-PROFIT CENTER franchising concept. Kalum F..,,, o.y C.r. , .  o en MATERIALS  PERSON 
Dean's stores features ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
• Ages newborn to 12 years Fulltime, required by local building 
Due Exclusive: part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc supply store 
• Deans' Chocolates Duties include plan takeoffs, construction Quotes, 
• Ice Cream, Nuts & Candy - Unp lanned Pregnancy?  Dec is ions  to  
• make?.Understsndlng all your al- and customer contact. 
• Cappucc lno - -  Cof fee ternativee makes you really free to 
• European Pastries choose. For a confidential, caring . Call George or Bob at 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
We Offer:  A profitable track record, full training, anyt ime.  FREE PREGNANCY TEST. TER RACE B U I LDERS C E NTR E 
quality name and reputation. ING. tfn 
Kltlmat Cdslll Une and referral ser- for an appointment 
Lomt ion  Avai lable:  Skeena Mall vice. Phone 632.4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ear- 
Minimum Cash Investment $40,000. Coil or write,  vice during the dsy. tfnp 635 6273 
Franchise D i rec tor -  Dean's Chocolates Abortion Counselling, information i • and refenal service. Fridays 10-12. 
14B 7621 Vantage Way, Delta, B.C., VdG 1A6 Phone 638.0194. After hours 
Phone: (i~ll) 9/16-1116 635.3487, Confidentiality assured. 
tfn 
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~ i ~  NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
• •'• COLLEGE . •  
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR 
B,C.T. INSTRUCTOR 
• " PRINCE RUPERT : 
NorthwestCommunity College.has an openilig for 
an Instructor in the.Business Education Depart- 
ment at-the Prince Rupert.Campus. 
DUTIES 
Under the supervision of. the Program Director, to 
teach various components of the business ad- 
ministration and/or business careers curriculum. 
Duties may include evening assignments, liason 
with Business and Industry and other related 
• work. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
AUniversity Degree orTechnologist Diploma with 
an accountingmajor; training and/or extensive ex- 
perience with microcomputers; five years 
business experience. Teaching Experience is 
desirable. Other combinations of education and 
experience may be considered, provided a profes- 
sional designation is included. 
TERMS OF • APPOINTMENT 
This is a continuing appointment beginning as 
soon as a suitable applicant is found. 
Rate of pay will be on B.C.G.E.U. scale. Initial ap- 
pointment between Steps 1-4 s31,752.00 to 
=36,144.00. Benefits include medical and dental 
plans. 
Resumes should be sent to: 
Mr R.P. Kilborn, Director 
Business Programs 
Northwest Community Coliege• 
5331 M¢Connell Avertue :.~ ..... ~ ..... 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4C2 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light industrial 
1 unit, 951 14. ft. 
! unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St . . .  
2 aclJoinlng units, 1,735 
. . .Sq .  f t .  each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
685,7459 
I 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 ,r. 
I i i , ,  
On lrltemhlll bench, cozy 1-bed~;oom 
house with vlew..Ideal for live-In ar- 
tlst's studio or young couple. 
~,,0%'month. n,.... -,,= =4.= 4,40. r l lV l lU  K l i Y .  / l  IU~ 
I I 
"Best in Town!" 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
.One bedroom from; 'l Two bedroom from:, h i  t
$325 p.r month J , s360. oo, 
• Attractive, ap~)¢loue, with storage morn. 
Colored. appliances and fixtures. 
Beeut/fu'l cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• Large balconies with screened patio doors. 
: ~11 Laundry facilities. 
• ~Ur l ty  enter.phones and dea¢lbolts. 
B .Fully draped and co-ordinated to w/W carpets. 
• SIX channel satellite T.V. 
• Re,lUSt courts. 
• Ample perking. 
• References rtKlulred. 
Phone: 635-5968 , I  
~~y,  J . . ,~ 4,19s9 2 i  
p 
, . . . . 
, , . • :  . 
" Large lot for sale on east side of 1980 GMC 4x4, short wheelbase, I FOR RENT I Kenney, Just south of Agar, $12,000 good running condition. Call 
o.b.e. Phone635-7421. 1/4p 635-2189after6 p.m. 2/8p 
I I 
I * 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments I Will trade 40 acres with creek, 
I * Laundry facilities & balconies ! located 30 miles north of Terrace, 
I ,  At the corner of Kalum & Scott I for a pickup truck and fifth wheel or 
I * C gee to downtown.& schools I a travel trailer. Call collect-- Angels 
I * Rents start at $340.00 l at (604) 492-3623. 3122p 
I * References required. | Used stamps in good condition. 
| Woodland Apartments | Price negotiable. Phone 628-3376. 
I 635-3922 or 635-5224 I 
1113 
One Christian male looking for room 
Skldoo 500, excellent condition, and board as soon as possible. 
Three bedroom, unfurnished home. Asking $3,000 firm. Honda ATC -- Phone635.2779. 1/11p 
Wood heat, 5. minutes from school in 110, good contition. Asking $800. 
Horseshoe area. • Available ira. Phone628-3525. 1113 Apple or IBM-compatible computer 
for the month of January by universl- 
mediately. $3951month. Call ty student on home study. Phone 
1-434-2910 after 6 p.m. 1/4 p 632-7461. 1 I27 
Two-bedroom home, seven miles out 
on Highway 16, oil heat, power 
telephone. Please reply to File 10, 
Terrace Review, 4535 Greig Ave., Ski boots - one pair size 6, one pair 
Terrace, B.C.V8G 1M7 1111p size 61/,, one pair size 7. Asking 
$301pair. Phone 635-7458 evenings. 
1/13 Baby Snuggly, $10. Blankets, $2. 
and clothes .50151.00 Phone 
Newl Skre Radial E99 made in 624.5608. 114 
Austria - Fischer 190's. Asking $100. 
Found: young male puppy, black Phone638-8608. 1113 Wanted:for parts.1968phoneJOhns°n624-4264.9"5 outboardll  
with white on chest, wearing a col- 
lar. Phone635.7915. 1120 For Sale: 1982 Honda Prelude; low 
miles, automatic transmission, 
Lost from the 4800 block area of power sunroof. Asking $5,500. 
Tuck, young male cat, tabby with Phone638-8513. 114 
white chest and paws, white scar- 1988 Toyota 4x4 truck; no money 
like line going up nose. Reward of- down, take over loan payments. 
fered. Phone 635-7915. 1120 Phone 635-5152 after5 p.m. 1120 
1980 Ford Van; V8, very good condi- 
tion, fridge, stove, sink, CB radio, Casual, part- 
stove uses propane or electrlclty, Is 
an extendavan. Asklng $5,500 firm. time teller 
Phone 628-3348. 1120 required-by local 
Serviced Pads For Rent 1980 Ford F.2S0 4x4; new hubs, 4 
at Woodland Heights Mobile brand new tires, ex running condi- bank. Apply at the 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelee t[on. No body rust. Asking $5,700. Toronto Dominion 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. Phone 638-9828. 1113 
Phone 63~5407 after 6 p.m, * Canopy to fit large size truck. $300 Bank 
' "  , -  .ffnc obo. Phone 635-5341. 1120 4633 Lakelse Ave., 
1985 Toyota 4x4 turbo diesel, Terrace, B,C. 
custom paint, canopy, stereo, ex- 
cellent condition, 78,000 km. $9,000. 
Phone 635-2765 after 6 p.m. 1120 . 
Hedey Davldson FXR, 1340cc, in. 
cludee leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. Asking 1980 Ford truck with 1977 Travel. 
mate camper. $7,000. Phone 
$7,000 firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask 635-6845. 1111p 
for Mark. 
-tfn • . .  , .  
1988 Honda Reflex 1~100 Driven . . . .  , 
150kin, excellent condition. Great 
for around town, highway or out in "j~ Christmas Parties . Weddings * 
the bush. Asking $1,450 obo. Phone 
627-7247. 1120 . Service Club ActiVities * Banq0ets * 
Ideal for groups of 50 -  80 
Guitar tsndw, string 8 caster. Made 3525 Golf Course Road 
In the U.S.A., with hard case; $400. 635 
65-watt output Teary amplifier; -2542 
$400. Phone 624-4726. ' 1/27 • • 
(~~ r =. 11) I 
. ,  Food Service Q ~  
Professional men, 5i, wants to meet v" Dance Floor ~"~d~ 
an attractive lady for a permanent 
relationship. Must be able to ~ ===== 
relocate. All replies confidential, p,' Bar Service l ' ~  
Please reply to File 25, tie Terrace v" Music Available 
Review, 4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace, (on request) 
B.C. VBG 1M7. ,/,.,,18.71, GOLF & COUNTRY CBJB 
i I I I I  
FOR SALE 
Grader Blades- Unused 
5' x 6" Straight and Ice 
6, x 6" Straight and Ice 
7' x 6" Straight and Ice 
Contact: Nodhcoast Road Maintenance Ltd. 
4930 Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 638-8397 7:30 am - .4:00 pm 
- -  I II II II I I I I  I 
BLANKET 
CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
$159. for 25 words 
These Ads appear In 
more than 75 Newspapers 
Call The 
Ter race  Rev iew 
at 6S5.7840 
l 
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guide to 
the stars 
by  A i lehWb6i tO~ :i":~": ' 
December. had Some better -. I-; 
weather for star'watching than I 
was the c~e for  October and • I ~ 
N0vembeL .R-is i ..ally start l ing 
- to :~e ' ihdbcautyo f the  Sta~s 
after };eve falinonflgs of cloudy 
nights. Especfal!y now with the 
pian."eu~jupRer an imus  and .'. " " 
. thecomtellati0ng-Orion, ~ . : 
• Perseus and Taur~. ivery prom- 
in6~f in ~e:sk-y~ They are. a. . 
wpnderf~:sight to see., :' . .  
V/hen I Was looking:at the : 
stars Dec~mb~e~ i6 I was in. : 
terested to note that Mars ,was: 
Very, Close to the first quarter 
moon. In fact, lessthan 10 °, 
sepgated these two objects. I 
always rind zt interesting.to . 
note how the planets and the 
moon mark a line across the 
~ky. On December 16, for ex- 
ample, Jupiter appeared .very 
bright in the eastern part of the 
sky, then about 35° to the west 
Was the dimmer, reddish- . 
colored Mars, and then furthest 
to the west, the moon. This 
line along which the l~lanets 
and the: moon appear to move 
i s  Called the ecfiptic - -  it marks 
the path o f  the Sun in the sky 
at different times,of the year. 
The moon and the planets ap- 
pear to move along the ecliptic 
because the solar system is .. 
nearly~flat. As a result it is 
possible to draw the positions 
of the planets during the year 
on a piece of paper. 
Last year I did this for tlie 
positions of the planets during 
1988., I found the diagram that 
resulted really interesting. I 
- found it especially interesting 
to mark off the movements of I 
the planet# at different times - -  I 
. by doing so I could relate my 
drawing to the planets that 
could be seen in the sky. Since 
this is my first column for.tb.e 
new year, I thought hat it I 
would be a good time to 
'prepare a new planetary posi- 
tion diagram so that you can 
follow the motions of the 
planets throughout the year 
foo, if you so desired. 
My data for this diagram are 
from a b0ok'¢alled the 
"Observ-er,'s Handbook" that is 
published by the Royal 
Astronomical Society of 
Canada. This excellent little 
book gives the location of the 
planets with respect to the Sun 
throughout the year. I used 
three locations to make up my 
solar system drawing. 
My drawing shows the loca- 
tion of Mercury, Venus, Earth, 
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn on 
the first day of each month of 
1988. The solar system is 
drawn as it would appear if it 
were viewed from its north 
side. From this perspective you 
can see that the planets move 
in a counter-clockwise direction 
around the Sun; Jupiter and 
Saturn may seem to be excep- 
tions, but tfi]s Is only because 
the scale of their orbits had to 
be reduced so that they would 
fit on the paper. 
TO, usethes  Olaf system 
drawing to help you find 
f 
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planets, first find •the-'a-pprox- - the Sunc0mpared to the Earth. 
,mate position of the earth for It can be seen to risein the 
the date you are interested in. 
Then find the position of an); 
other planet on its orbit line. If 
the angle between the Earth- 
Sun line and the Earth-planet 
line is large, you should have 
no trouble seeing the planet on 
that date. Further, if the angle 
is formed to the left of the 
Earth-Sun line you will see the 
planet in the evening, while if it 
is formed to the right of this 
line you will see the planet in 
the morning before the Sun 
rises, This is because the Earth 
turns in a counterclockwise 
direction• 
Use the diagram to find the 
• position of the Earth, Mars 
and Jupiter on January I. You 
can see that Jupiter is almost 
opposite the Sun. Thus, as the 
Sun sets, Jupiter will rise in the 
east. The angle between Mars 
and the Sun is close to 900 ,
however, and for this reason 
when the Sun sets Mars will be 
fairly high in the sky and 
almost due south. 
• Also on January l, Venus is • 
moving to the opposite side of 
morning slightly before the 
Sun. If you draw a line on the 
diagram:ifrom!the position ~ o f  
the Eai-th on :January 16 to 
Venus' position and then con- 
tinue on to Saturn you will see 
that the two planets will appear 
very close in the sky on that 
date. In fact, Venus will be .6 o 
south of Saturn. 
On January 1 Mercury is 
slightly separated from the 
Earth:Sun line but not by very 
much; so it will be a difficult- 
to-see object low in the west 
! 
early in January•. You can see 
that at sometime during 
January (Jan. 25) Mercury 
moves between the Earth and 
the Sun. When it is in .this posi- 
tion it is in the sky in theday- 
time and so is lost in the bright 
light from the Sun. (Because 
the solar system is not perfectly 
fiat Mercury very seldom 
travels directly in front of the 
Sun.) Notice too that the angle 
between Mercury and the Sun 
never gets very big, This is why 
Mercury is so difficult o see --  
it never gets far from the Sun 
J u ly  ! 
, Jan.  L 1989, . . . .  
,: 1990 
from our viewpoint. : . 
The Tuesday:evening observ- 
ing sessions held'by•,the T rrace 
Astronomical Society were 
well-attended • duringDecember,, 
On December 13 the observing 
was very good --  though the 
sky wa9 slightly hazy,,.the at- 
mosphere was very stable and:,  
we could see beautiful views of 
Jupiter. If you would like an 
opportunity to look through a 
telescope at Jupiter and other 
i~teresting objects, join the 
observers any clear Tuesday 
from 8:00 p.m. until about 
9:30 p.m. in the park near the 
Terrace Publ ic Library. 
The next monthly meeting of 
the Terrace • Astronomical 
Society will be held on Tues- 
day, January 17 at 7:30 p,m. in 
the Terrace •Public Library. The 
meetings include a discussion 
of some aspect of astronomy 
followed by observing (if the 
weather permits) or by some 
other activity. Anyone who is 
interested in astronomy is very 
welcome. Have a Happy New 
Year filled w i th  good ob- 
serv ing .  
I pt  I . - :  
i I .... t '~  
getting married.., 
This basket .holds 
information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for you. 
Call your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
638.1204 
Phone • 
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. ;~/senousatl :offenceagainst s0cie,., :: Courts: travelling "on:  circuit'~.~:.-.'::In:a::separate set~.:of.,: recom,.:' ~ General Bud:,Smlth: introduced:: -at a:,re~onab!e cost . • 
:>  ~:!!,t~':~:is ass ault::of as t ranger" :  :::.!should •have: the ability.i[o pi.o.";mend~iti0~s,; th 'e !co~i f t~e ad-  the  committee's::.recommenda- ::,Smith says, that the report ' is,  t 
• :-'~i:ii:,.Other-recommendations aug- ; cess::sniall idaims..  Gover:rimeht f~ -dresses ma.ny of the,complaints; tions by saying they.have come. the  resu!tof 'one  of the most ! n- 
: :  !:' gest that  cr iminal  proceedingS" Agentsshbuld have ti~e:~ibilityto: :~ v0i(~ed by,the Native communi- up  .with a .:,rePort tha.t);i i: ira-., aepm.re.:~ews o t our province,s, 
' - invo lv in~ a i , rv ~h6Uld "reflect-I~rOce.~.~ doeument.~ for.: t r~  :~ ty :  The rev0rt su~;gests hat:the plem'ented, will makethe justice juStice system ever undertaken. • . 
. . . - , - ,= , . , -  , , - - ' , . -  . . . .  =,.,- ---~-=- .-:::~- - - - ,  .-:-r : .... ,.... ,- - -  • " • s stem more accessible to: the He adds that' the committee's- -" theethnic  diversity of:the com- ~: -:mission to  the  nearest regist~i, government and anyappropnate ' Y . . . .  ' • , • : " ~i 
- i munity and ihe>enforcenient"of 'An  :added :~i'ecoihmen~iation .agencies. should expand i:their • average  citizen. Although he tour o f the  province.last pring • 
; f ines  or small claims judgments ,•would see.Provincial COurts:ex~• support of the •Native-COurt- describes the present justice was a success. "Everyone who 
" ' ,sh0ul 'd be "app l ied  more panding their:hours:to include. :iworker ~ Program, Nati~,e c0m- System as "excellent", he Says asked to  be  heard .was heard," I 
i,.rig0rously". It also suggests he :evening and.Weekend sittings;•..•. :munities hould be:encouraged thatthe Committee was original-., he said. 
acceptance of credit Cards: for As far as enforcement .i s Con- - to!de~,elop their own diversion - . = :, . . . . .  - • . . . .  
. .  the payment of fines and a-form cerned~ "A  successful plaintiff : programs, mediation.andc0~m- HOSPITALVISITING HOURS ; 
of reduction in penalty fo r  should have the option ofhaving - selling servicesshould be made 
prompt  payment, a. Judgment Summons hear ing  available to those enc0untering: PUBL IC  NOTICE  
• :. , ...... family problems, and the Pro- Our patients (Your family and friends) need "I 
"Appeals in Small Claims Court gave an an, vincial Cour t  should be on- 
• cotiraged to a~rrange sittings on adequate rest in order to get better quickly. ,: 
fair advantage to ,thOse litigants with the time 'reserves, particularly in remote Often patient roomsare crowded with visitors ! 
or money to continue the litigation." areas. TM ~ who stay well beyond the approved visiting 
. : : : .  : Technology t imes .  This  is det r imenta l  to our  patients and i 
The cost of Justice conducted immediately fol low-i  The report also deals.with we respectfully urge the public to observeour 1 
Lawyers" Fees are addressed ing judgment. Formz of release Techn()logy and the Justice Sys- visiting regulations listed below. Your co- 
by;suggesting that the cost of shouldbeprovidedt0accommo-,.tem, tt'statesAhat-"alcarefuliy operation will be helpful and greatly up- 
litigation cannotbe lessened by a date a defendant who is willing" .designed Management Informs- 
reduction of fees, but fees might to pay the judgment on  the tion System, is essential", and preciated. 
" be lessened by a simplification spot." Also, "Appeals from would permit the development Pediatrics 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
of  legal proceedings. In this decisions of  the Small Claims of standards and models as well Parents  may visit 8,a.m. - 1 p.m. 
• regard, the report states that the Court should be abolished." as help to .forecast. future psy©hlatv/ ~ p.m. • 8 p.m. 
Law Society should encourage Under the. present system, up- demands on the system. Recom- Medical lSur01cal Z p.m. - 5 p.m. - - ' 
its members to see that their peals on small claims judgments mendations in this section deal 7 p .m. -  8 p.m. ~ 
clients' expectations of a lawsuit can be filed in County Court, . with electronic filing, facsimile Children may visit 3 p.m. • 5 p,m.. 
more closely match their own but according to the committee transmission, computer-oriented Sundays  only. 
and. must be vigilant in exercis- this is unfair. "This is a very ex- court reporting services, public 
ing its disciplinary powers where pensive process and often im- access to computer-stored infer- Maternity 3 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
unreasonable fees have been practical, given the amount (~f marion, and a concept of a corn- 7 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
charged. "The Law Society also money at stake. Appeals in puter integrated courtroom for Fathom may visit 10 a.m. • 8 p.m. 
- should consider ways of better Small Claims Court give an un- greater efficienty and access. Siblings may visit 3 p.m. - S p.m..  
communicating informat ion to fair advantage to those litigants .... and 7 p.m. - 8 p.m. ,1 
the public at large about with the time or money to  con- Other recommendations in- (half hour  vis its only). 
lawyers' fees generally and the tinue the l it igation." eluded in the report relate to pro- In tens ive  Care Un i t  5.- 10.minutes  at  the d iscret ion  ; 
means available for having Local  laws trial case management,  an of the nurse or phys ic ian .  
,, economical itigation program, Chi ldren under  12 years  of age  may not  Visit except  as  :~ 
lawyers' accounts reviewed, Enforcement of Municipal appeals, an alternate dispute indicated above. Two visitors only pel~ patient. 
the report concludes. By-laws is addressed in the resolution and statutory amend- 
The report continues by look- 
ing at legal Costs. The idea that report by recommending a pilot 
"a  person -winning a lawsuit program which would see the 
should recover at least a part of appointment of sitting Justices 
of the Peace in Kelowna and 
the i r  costs was established at Prince George.. These Justices of 
least 700 years ago. But ac- the Peace would travel through- 
cording to the report, the up- out their  region to hear 
plication of this principle is con- 
fusing andtheamountawarded municipal bylaw cases, and if ~ Polly's Ca e 
i s  generally not adequate., the program is successful, it 
" ' .:,This has resulted in several should be expanded to other . F ine  D in ing  - . " , 
. . : recommendations .which. include centers in the province. Also, the i ~  i~  In qu let .s  und ings l  Chinese & Western Cuisine , 
' : • :• : thee l iminat ionofamax imum committee recommends that urro 
: award, an order as to costs on all municipalities hould have,the . ~ ~ ;  5 p .m.  10  p.m. ~ Men --Thurs 10:.30 &m --, midnight 
}: i ,i ipre,trial applications, and the : right tO designate specific bylaws ' 4620 Lake lse  Avenue FrL ~, Sat. ~.~0~.m. -'~ =m. 
. . . .  3 Sunday 1~'00 l l .m.  -- 10 p.m. 
~se of plain language that will which could be enforced by 8-8141 
means of a. ticket. The .638-1848or638"8034 ! 
make sense.to lawyers and non- municipality would also have the 
lawyers alike. Also, "When a right to set a "maximum 
party has put another party to 
further expense to enforce :or allowable f ine"andwou ldbe  GIM'S 
c011ectajuagment, he egistrar responsible for collecting f ines  RESTAURANT 
,shonid..award fullreimburse- and issuing summonses where 
• - r<,,menL:of all those extra costs payment is refused. ,~.~)"=";F!/ Chinese & Canadian Food ~*~'~"~. Specia/izing in Chinese 
• [[~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~ 
~ ... .  which were incurred reasonably Special groups lilt[ Me,. W~d .:~0..,..- m:O0 p.m. ~1~ Cu is ine  and  Canad ian  
. . . . .  .. and properly." A section addressing the ~ rh,~,~,~ n.3o.,.,,:. - :!:oo,~ ,....~),.',: Dishes  
As far as CourtFilingFeesare Justice Requirements of Par- ~ Fri - Sat 11:30a.m. - -  I;OOa.';n~ " ' ' * '~  [ ~ |  4606Grelg Ave., forTake.Out 
• Sunday 12:00 a.m. i 0 :00  L ~ J  Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 concerned, the report calls for a ticular Groups suggests that all 4643 Park A ~enue P'm'635:6111 
simple, -straightforward pro-d isadvantaged groups in our 
-cedure for people who wish to society should have access to 
• apply for a.waiver of fees due to funding which will allow them to ~ _  Copper 
• :an inability to pay. define and enforce their rights 
" , ,.: With regard .to Small C/aims under the Charter of Rights and ::;=,~. Grill 
Court  the committee has rec- Freedoms. Recommendations " ~ . ~  This spot  could Ter race  Hotel 035-60:10 
., ommended raising the mon,etary under this heading include the 
'" " " " n ~ ~ |  be yours  F()r your dining pleosure we hove , :junsd=ctm from $3,000 to physically disabled, the hearing 
$5,000, They also address the impaired and anyone involun- ~.~~. .  expended our CopperOrill Res)ourcnt 
• " difficulty of access in remote tartly admitted to a menta, l hours. 
areas by saying that Provincial health facility. 7. o .m.  to  9 p.m.  
II I I II I 
635.6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE .i, 
Monday. to Friday Saturday - Sunday 
- -  Open Holidays - -  10 a,m. to 11 p,m. 9 a,m, to 11 p,m.. 11 a,m, to 11 p,m, 
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